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Inspiration  
  
 I include the following text here in acknowledgement of my gratitude to my family. In 
particular to my Ba-chan Sumi whom I was fortunate to spend time with in my infancy and 
imparted in me my pride of my mixed heritage and the backgrounds of my forebears who make 
me the individual I am today. More recently to my grand-Auntie Kay with whose personal 
insights and memories I was able to further personalize this endeavor. 
  There are a multitude of cases which could stand as examples for understanding how 
nation-states attempt to control their people. Namely, the process of assimilation into the societal 
tendencies the government has concluded to be the culture appropriate to one’s nation and 
community. I chose Executive Order 9066 and its subsequent incarceration of Japanese 
Americans into concentration 'camps' as one of my case studies because I have strong ties to the 
subject. Everyone in my grand-mother’s family on my father’s side was taken from their home in 
Lodi, California to ‘camp’ Rohwer in Arkansas. (Location; Desha county, southeastern Arkansas. 
Climate; wooded swamp land; high heat, humidity, with sudden rains. Peak population; 8,475. 
Opening date; september 18, 1942- November 30, 1945.) 
 My Ba-chan(grandmother in Japanese), Sumiye Hiramoto, was the fifth child of nine, all 
American-born  naturalized citizens with parents who just happened to be born in Japan. Only 
ever having known the land of their birth where they were raised and worked as their home. At 
the age of 22 she along with her family was forced from her home, stripped of all her rights and 
dignity to be detained for ‘national security’ reasons until the end of World War II. In the Spring 
of 1942, her family was first ‘relocated’ to the Stockton Assembly center in California, 
(euphemism for a ‘Detention Center’) while their permanent ‘homes’ in the concentration 
‘camps' were being prepared. Then that summer, they were shipped off like a herd of animals 
1,887 miles away to ‘camp' Rohwer, Arkansas, where she became just another number to the War 
Relocation Center known as, 30016F. My grand-mother passed away before I could ask her, and 
hear her personal side of her story, but her ‘baby’ sister, Keiko was willing to speak about her 
experience. I will be making references to some of her personal experiences (that she has “long-
buried” in her memory) throughout the paper. 
 It is important to understand that my grandmother and her siblings, having been born in 
America, did not have Japanese citizenship. Yet they were incarcerated as “enemy aliens” right 
here at home in the land of their birth. Once in ‘camp', my grandmother Sumiye(or Sumi as she 
was known) being an excellent student applied for and was given a scholarship to Hunter 
College in New York and allowed to leave Rohwer. Ironically, she was selected as the first 
official American exchange student to Japan after World War II and attended Gakushuin 
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University, this time moving across the world to Japan, a land she only knew about from stories 
her parents had told her.  
 There, she married my grandfather Jay, a blond haired, blue eyed American of Jewish 
descent, whom she had met in New York prior to moving to Tokyo. In 1958 in Wakayama, Japan, 
my grand-parents gave birth to my father, Cellin Gluck and 3 years later to my uncle, Garet 
Gluck. Even though they shared Japanese heritage through their mother and were born in Japan, 
the Japanese government did not consider either of them to be Japanese and in a strange twist of 
fate, never granted them citizenship. My father and his brother are naturalized Americans by 
blood (jus sanguinis) since both my grand parents including my grand-mother were Americans.  
 In Japan they were always considered as Americans and people were always amazed how 
well they spoke Japanese. In turn they grew up being bullied for being “halfies” and never 
allowed to be fully assimilated into Japanese society. In the 70s my father came ‘home’ to the US 
for college and discovered for the first time that he was not automatically considered to be 
American as he had been in Japan. As my father always says; “I didn’t know I was Asian until I 
came to America…”. The point to this story is that no matter where you are in the world, nation-
states harbor utopian versions of the manner in which a true citizen should look, speak, or act, 
and do their utmost to exclude those who do not fit these ideals. 
 After speaking with and reading correspondence from my great-aunt Keiko, I decided 
that since she put ‘camp’ in quotes, so would I. She told me that it has been difficult for her to 
find another word which suits the category of their desert home behind barbed wire. Especially 
since in today’s world, ‘camp' usually signifies someplace happy and out in nature freely 
enjoying the great outdoors, yet for them, ‘camp' came to have an entirely different connotation
— not necessarily a happy one. 
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Introduction  
 We live in a time desensitized on a daily basis by devastation on a global scale. Wracked 
by terrorist attacks, bombarded by news and images of mass murders and racial hatred resulting 
in innocents becoming ‘casualties’ of war and victims to a multitude of atrocities. It becomes 
easy for these events, not to mention those occurring in the distant past, to fade quietly away. 
Often, many of these events are brushed off as having happened simply because ‘that’s what it 
was like back then’ or ‘those were the times’. In this way, we lose track of the fact that these 
patterns of violence have persisted over the course of human history and not just in recent 
memory.  
 Not only is it evident that we are guilty of not having learned from history but by 
‘forgetting’ and wiping these events from our consciousness, are doomed to repeat these 
mistakes in perpetuity. The fading memories and the resulting post-conflict forgiveness that wars 
pose, is in this way a paradox; however genuinely comforting, that previously warring people on 
both sides, can forgive one another and ‘learn’ to coexist may be, one must never forget the 
tragedies that come with war and human conflict of any kind or scale. 
 What is war? What constitutes an emergency? Can we be said to be at war when we are 
not directly affected by the causal events leading up to the conflict or only when hostilities are in 
full swing? Theories of how being in a state of “war” change one’s attitudes towards others, 
those one considers to be allies, and those we identify as foes. In certain instances, one’s 
perspective of other people may even extend to seeing them as less than human and subsequently 
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not worthy of even being designated as a viable “life." This thinking is frequently accompanied 
and propagated by the underlying racism evidently prevalent in all nations and peoples.  
 The resulting denial of basic human rights or any of these ostracized peoples should at 
the very least, be considered a form of violence. The way in which the media manipulates and 
propagates the biased reporting of events based on “color” or “religion” further seemingly 
exasperates any and all already stilted situations. This is how history ends up being written; in a 
foggy present perspective which is then rewritten and skewed in favor of the oppressor or in 
most cases, the victor, time and again as time pushes forward. The heroes of the story change and 
actions which were seen as “good” may later be perceived as “evil” depending on which side 
may be making the rules or establishing the post mortem. All of these scenarios demonstrate that 
“war,” and the subsequent actions taken by governments in times of war, transcends into society. 
Quite often, suppressed prejudices and fears are pried open, motivated by this oppression of 
others, in search of scapegoats to hold responsible. 
 The seeming necessity to create a common enemy along Orwellian lines translates 
directly to the idea of the existence of the “other." Resulting also in the creation of situations 
deemed to be worthy of the title ‘national emergency’. These emergencies, real or perceived, 
then in turn lead to the creation and passing of laws constraining the rights and freedom of 
citizens. 
 To understand one way in which a nation state operates and conducts itself under an 
“emergency," I will look at America’s impetus for Executive Order 9066, the events leading up 
to its issuance in 1942 and the resulting plight of the Americans of Japanese origin and  
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comparing it to what is happening to the Uyghur  and other muslim minorities in China today 1
under the guise of combating “terrorism." Forming comparisons between a case from 77 years 
ago, and a current one in an attempt to show that history does in fact repeat itself; or at the very 
least, that we seem incapable of learning from our past mistakes and transgressions. In particular, 
the manner in which governments construct and use this notion “othering” to divide and conquer 
their opposition.  
 Though admittedly similar in nature, I will not be analyzing the continued and ever 
present systematic oppression of America’s black population as part of this “othering” by 
governments. Even though blacks and other minority groups have at one time been and some 
may say continue to be excluded from American democracy, suffice it to say that blacks as a 
group were never truly stripped of their rights as a community. This is because for the purposes 
of this paper, it is necessary to take the position that blacks in America, forcibly brought to this 
country as slaves, historically were never considered to be in possession of any rights before 
their arrival to this country. However unfair a viewpoint this may be, not being considered as 
“individuals” ordained with any rights, they can therefore be said to have been “devoid” of any 
rights whatsoever. At least in the eyes of the law and the court of public opinion of the time. 
 The main focus therefore will be placed on the plights of the Japanese Americans and the 
Uyghur Chinese.  The former forcibly removed from their homes and relocated against their will 
and the latter who are at present being held captive in their very homeland which has essentially 
 Vandenbrink, Rachel. Staff, RFA. “'Uyghur' or 'Uighur'?” Radio Free Asia, Radio Free Asia, 13 Sept. 2010, www.rfa.org/1
english/news/uyghur/uyghur-spelling-09062010161733.html. - Members of this mostly Muslim ethnic group overwhelmingly 
prefer the spelling “Uyghur,” which they say more closely approximates the proper orthography and pronunciation in their native 
language, “Uyƣur." (The word sounds, when spoken, closer to “oy-gher” than “wee-ger,” as most Westerners enunciate it.) 
Accessed April 6, 2019
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been turned into a veritable concentration ‘camp' . In each of the cases these actions were taken 2
by their respective governments in the name of national security. 
 First, I will walk the reader through the history of the treatment towards each of the 
minority groups. I will talk about the long standing racist policies and laws that were 
implemented before the use of the ‘camps' became the policy. The event or events that gave each 
country an excuse to push forward their racist agenda: In America’s case, Pearl Harbor, and for 
China the globalized “war on terror” and its ‘efforts’ to combat Islamic extremism. Language 
that is being used in each case to propagate the “othering” of the Japanese Americans and the 
Uyghur Chinese.  
 The language and imagery used by both America and China when discussing people each 
of the governments view as “different” is at the very least demeaning. Both speak of people who 
have been or are “infected” by ideas deemed improper or dangerous. This “othering” by 
language and imagery helps instill fear in the minds of the general public, encouraging people to 
view those whom the government considers to be scapegoats; separate, different, threatening and 
often times, irredeemable. What is a so-called benevolent state to do then, except quash these 
threats posed by these “infected” people? The language of dehumanization only becomes  
shocking once the event has passed and the proper time comes to be able to carefully examine 
the past.  
 Looking at the various euphemisms used to cover up the human rights violations in both 
cases, it becomes evident that without the utilization of these “othering” techniques, there could 
be no ‘camps' since it requires the public’s support for it after all is being done in their name and 
 For more details visit Radio Free Asia: “Behind The Walls: Uyghurs Detail Their Experience in China’s secret ‘Re-education 2
camps’. Radio Free Asia, https://www.rfa.org/english/news/special/uyghur-detention/
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for ‘national security’. Today, it seems as though the world has become accustomed to these acts 
of dehumanization but paradoxically when one studies the past, all the massive violations against 
the sanctity of life are resoundingly clear. 
 Under the rubric of “national security” both nations have restricted the freedoms and 
locked up their citizens, where the parameters are only singling out a specific people and not just 
a cause per se. What I mean is that if China is really detaining people purely because they are 
seen as muslim extremists, then why are they only forcing this on the region of Xinjiang and not 
also on the remainder of the small Muslim communities throughout China? 70 years ago, using 
the same reasoning, why did America focus on the Japanese and not on all persons whose 
heritage belonged to any of the other Axis powers? The Germans, who as a nation were 
committing unspeakable atrocities against the Jews and other minorities and why also not the 
Italians? Because for the most part, the Europeans looked no different from the majority of the 
population which considered themselves American. The fear of the ‘other’(those who don’t fit 
into the checked box of what it means to be ‘human’ within the framework) and of these ‘others’ 
being a ‘danger' to the nation-state obviously did not apply to those not visibly considered 
different. The world has seen time and time again that the worst violations in human rights have 
come about in the name of ‘national security’ and should know better than to think that waging 
war against ‘minorities’ will ever make a state more secure.  
 I will demonstrate how ‘war’ transcends into society, how the creation of the ‘other’ gets 
pried out by prejudices and fear which the governments helped instill. The sampling of efforts to 
draw connections between the expeditious words and images of war (not otherwise in fashion) 
and building on the raw emotions of what may have once taken place will be used to demonstrate 
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how blatant racist ideology and stereotyping contributes to poor military and political 
intelligence. Along with how the adoption of extremist policies to preserve the ideal of American 
or Chinese homogeneity seems to have been or be the driving factor in both decisions being 
executed.  
 I will define the terms war, emergency, combatant and noncombatant, interment ‘camps’ 
vs. concentration ‘camps', human rights as exemplified in the name of property and violence, 
othering and nationalism. Finishing with the legacy Executive Order 9066 left us and in an effort 
to show what may transpire for China.  
 It will be difficult to truly do justice to documenting the violence against the Uyghurs. 
Particularly as I write about it secure in the safety that this isolated ‘camp’ us of Bard College 
affords me. It is difficult enough to speak of any such unfamiliar far away experiences relying 
solely on the veracity of news articles, and the varied assumptions of theorists. Add to that the 
virtual embargo that the Chinese government has placed on anything Uyghur and the task 
becomes exponentially more ambitious.  By restricting physical access to, as well as the news 
coming from the region, Chinese authorities are also making it extremely difficult to cover(or 
uncover) these stories, making true reporting nearly impossible . Let us not forget that historians 3
and writers were only able to investigate the true effects of Executive Order 9066 only after 
years of research unimaginable 70 years ago. Only once when the people who lived through the 
experience finally felt safe to speak freely about the events validated by their personal 
experiences. 
 Mozur, Paul. “Being Tracked While Reporting in China, Where 'There Are No Whys'.” The New York Times, The New York 3
Times, 16 Apr. 2019, www.nytimes.com/2019/04/16/insider/china-xinjiang-reporting-surveillance-uighur.html.
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 Regardless of the differences, why in both of these cases did Government choose to use 
‘camps' to specifically separate the “threat” from the general population at large? Was it effective 
then or will it be successful now? In each of these cases, the Government’s attempts to coerce 
them to renounce their ties to a religion or even a foreign state that is undeniably a part of their 
identity; to renounce their agency.  The ‘camps’ were and are used to bolster the theory that the 
ideology of these “others” pose a danger to society as a whole, creating more and intensifying 
racial profiling by forced separation.  
 Today, we are seeing these same radically irresponsible and one can even say extreme 
policies being put to use in China, condemning the Uyghurs to a fate not unlike that which befell 
the Japanese Americans in 1942. For those of us not directly involved, It is easy to forget the past 
and only see the story as something that happened to ‘them’ and round up all the people with 
their own stories and turn them into a list of numbers. Making them faceless and nothing more 
than just another event. 
 1942 America’s Executive Order 9066 sheds much insight into the subjugation of the 
Uyghur in China. Not understanding what happened to the Japanese Americans legitimizes the 
use of violence in place of democratic values and fundamental rights as a norm in response to a 
real or perceived nation-state emergency. Institutionalized dehumanization and violence also 
become acceptable social norms. These cases, though different in the matter of the perceived 
threat which precipitated them, the reaction from the regimes are similar in their disregard for 
human life, liberty, and dignity. America dehumanizes by blindly incarcerating an entire group of 
its citizens based on nothing more pertinent than their ethnicity, China punishes its critics and 
subjugates the Uyghur minority on a massive scale solely on the basis of their ethnicity, enforced 
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secondarily by their religion. In both situations, these ‘others’ are seen as threats to the safety and 
sovereignty of the nation state because of their perceived loyalty to a “higher” or at least 
“different” authority.  
   
Chapter 1 : The History of oppression  
    
The Japanese Americans: Pre-Executive Order 9066 
 Contrary to popular belief, America was never discovered but rather more correctly, 
appropriated from its original inhabitants. Truthfully, it was colonized by white-Western 
Europeans who killed and slaughtered millions of Native Americans , often with the belief that 4
they were somehow ordained with the right to so as superior beings. This rule by divine right as 
inherited from the Europeans set the tone of early American ideology— “white is right." In this 
way, America began as a collection of European colonies and was built on oppressing people 
who didn’t fit in with the emigrating ‘white’ Western Europeans.  
 Therefore, the passing of the Naturalization Act of March 20th, 1790 so soon after the 
founding of our country, should come as no surprise. A decree which stated that "any alien, being 
a free white person who shall have resided within the limits and under the jurisdiction of the 
United States for a term of two years, may be admitted to become a citizen thereof."  Meaning, 5
 “Atrocities Against Native Americans.” United to End Genocide, endgenocide.org/learn/past-genocides/native-americans/.4
 United States naturalization laws (1790, 1795)5
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“the naturalization law amounted to a pure “color” law, and placed a “stigma of biological 
inferiority” on “anyone who doesn’t look white, in this case] yellow races” . Although, 6
biologically speaking, ‘race’ is a meaningless concept; it continues to have significant 
implications on peoples’ lives. Before anyone of Asian descent emigrated to America they were 
already considered as ‘aliens’ invaders of a land to which they did not belong.  
 The Alien and Sedition Law of 1798 was part of the four laws known as the Alien and 
Sedition Acts which created regulations and restrictions against ‘aliens’ . It was to arrest and 7
detain or deport ‘enemy aliens’. This act was modified and used as the basis of the incarceration 
and confiscation of property against Japanese, German, and Italian during World War II—Re-
defining American freedom. It was signed in accordance to Proclamation 2525, permitting the 
immediate apprehension of "alien enemies deemed dangerous to the public health or safety of the 
United States by the Attorney General or Secretary of War.”  8
 The Chinese were the first large group of Asian immigrant laborers to enter the United 
States, beginning in the 1840s. They contributed greatly (specifically in the West) to agricultural 
and industrial development, even as Americans dismissed them for their “copper” skin. By 1882, 
anti-Chinese sentiment climaxed in the Chinese Exclusion Act. No more Chinese laborers were 
allowed in the U.S. After this, there was a void for cheap labor, bosses began to recruit Japanese 
workers. And unlike the European immigrants that came around the same time, Asians could not 
become naturalized citizens. Their status as “aliens ineligible to citizenship” confirmed they were 
not truly welcome in America, at least not on a permanent basis. 
 Dower, John. “War Without Mercy”. Pantheon Books. 1986 Pages 1646
 Christgau, John. “Enemies, World War II Alien Internment”, page vii7
 Commission on Wartime Relocation and Internment of Civilians, Personal Justice Denied: Report of the Commission on 8
Wartime Relocation and Internment of Civilians (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1997), 54.
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 The first Japanese in America were probably shipwrecked sailors, including John Manjiro 
who later figured prominently in Commodore Perry’s voyages to open Japan to the outside 
world, rescued by Captain Whitfield and brought to Hawaii in 1841.   They were followed by the 9
first organized group brought to Hawai’i (present day Hawaii) in 1868 as sugar plantation 
laborers. Nineteen years later, in the Summer of 1887, 30 Japanese men arrived on the mainland 
in San Francisco with the dream of starting an agricultural colony in California. Like most 
migrants, the Japanese left their homes in search of a better life. They were “pushed” out of 
Japan by economic depression and drought, and “pulled” to America by rumors of opportunity 
and promises of great fortune.  
 Japanese immigration was part of the great world-wide migration to the U.S. from the 
late nineteenth into the early twentieth century. Hundreds of thousands of newly arrived 
immigrants came from around the world; those from Europe found work in northeastern 
industrial centers. Unlike European counterparts however, the Japanese migrants were not treated 
with such open arms .  10
 By contrast, most Japanese arriving on the U.S. mainland were famers in California. As 
they settled, they joined forces, forming co-ops and alliance to buy land and market their crops- 
They played a major role in the development of agriculture in the West. Major Japanese-
American communicates formed in Livingston, Cortez and Guadalupe, California; Hood River, 
Oregon, and the White River Valley in Washington. There were also smaller communities in 
 “Modern Japan’s Debt to a New Bedford Whaler,” The New York Times, July 14, 1918. 9
 Wall text for Common Ground: The Heart of Community, Ongoing exhibit, Japanese American National Museum, Los 10
Angeles.  http://www.janm.org/exhibits/commonground/
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Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, as well as Utah. Anti-Japanese sentiment began to grow in response to 
their successes. 
 So successful were the Japanese immigrants in transforming the agricultural landscape 
that they soon became targets. The United States and the Empire of Japan made an informal 
“Gentlemen’s agreement of 1907," in which Japan agreed not to issue passports to emigrants to 
the United States, except to certain categories of business and professional men  in return for 11
America not imposing further restrictions on Japanese immigration; in essence closing the doors 
for Japanese laborers. But this did not satisfy the Anti-Japanese agitators and resulted in the 
passing 1913 and 1920,  Alien Land Laws barring Japanese from owning land in California. 
Some Issei farmers, themselves denied citizenship, found a way around the law by putting their 
property in the names of their American-born children. 
 Then in 1920, Japanese women were no longer allowed to join their families in America, 
ending the “picture-bride”era. The 1922 Cable Act stripped American citizenship from any 
woman who married an Issei. And Japanese-language schools were being threatened by local 
governments of the growing ‘yellow peril’. In response to nationwide concerns, Congress passed 
the Immigration Act of 1924 placing quotas on all nationalities and completely excluding all 
immigrants from Asia barring all further Japanese immigration.  
 People say it was a high number of immigrants from Japan to farmlands in California and 
the Pacific Northwest which precipitated the prejudice against them. But the reality is that there 
were never numerically significant immigrants along the west coast. Since Japanese worked for 
less (since they weren’t considered equal to white Americans therefore seen as less human) it 
 Britannica, The Editors of Encyclopaedia. “Gentlemen's Agreement.” Encyclopædia Britannica, Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc., 11
24 July 2015, www.britannica.com/event/Gentlemens-Agreement.
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was more appealing to hire them. This helped break labor the strikes of 1912 in the coal mines in 
British Columbia and is said to have transcended into America and was the beginning of a larger 
widespread “Anti-Asian campaign” otherwise known as the origin of the “Yellow Peril." 
Although the majority of the hired labor in British Columbia were Chinese, it made no difference 
to ignorant white Americans who at the time viewed Asians as all being the same. Working for 
less was not seen as having a good work ethic. Asians being discriminated against, however, had 
no choice but to take any job they could just to meet ends need. Compounding the opinion that 
doing what society considered to be human was undemocratic, insinuating that lacking these 
“values” the Japanese could never understand American Democracy and therefore would in some 
convoluted logic, in turn always remain loyal to the Japanese emperor and by extension un-
American. 
 The events that followed only played to the racism towards Japanese Americans. The fact 
that in 1905, Japan had defeated the much larger Russia never mind that it was only able to do so 
with the help of Adam Schiff and a consortium of wealthy Jewish Bankers in retaliation for 
“oppression on the Jews by the Russian government" , amplified the fear already extant in the 12
anti-Japanese movement; that in line with the xenophobic theory of colonialism, the “yellow-
peril," would soon be at the very door step of the U.S. homeland. Then in 1913, California 
passed a law, known as “aliens land law," denying the Japanese the right to own land within the 
state. Supporters of this law hoped that it would dissuade them from starting a permanent life 
there and eventually taking over their “white” state. The term “alien” echoed into the 
immigration act of 1924 - ending further immigration from Japan. This exemplifies, the notion of 
 “Russo-Japanese War – Financed by Jacob Schiff.” The Strange Side of Jewish History, strangeside.com/russo-japanese-war-12
financed-by-jacob-schiff/.. posted December 20, 2012.
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there always having been an anti-Japanese sentiment in the U.S. but it wasn’t until Pearl Harbor 
that historians marked  it as the legitimate demarcation of the anti-Japanese movement.  13
 It was as if the government was just waiting for the perfect opportunity to make sure they 
would have the publics’ support. During a debate in 1924, the Californian attorney general, 
testified before congress denoting Japanese and Chinese: 
 “‘They are different in color; different in ideals; different in ideals; different in race; 
different in ambitions; different in their theory of political economy and government. 
They speak a different language; they worship another God. They have not in common 
with the Caucasian a single trait’ Then ten years after, as political and economic relations 
between the United States and Imperial Japan were deteriorating, a secret State 
Department investigation concluded that if war broke out between countries, ‘The entire 
[American Japanese] population on the West Coast will rise and commit sabotage.”   14
  Before, Pearl Harbor even happened the American government already saw portions of 
their citizenry as traitors. In 1940, a year before America joined World War II, “Secretary of the 
Navy Frank Knox presented President Roosevelt with a fifteen point program for what should be 
done if war with Japan came. The twelfth recommendation was: ‘Prepare plans for Concentration 
‘camps.’  15
 Almost immediately following the bombing of Pearl Harbor, the incarceration of 
Japanese Americans began. That same night of December 7, 1941, the Federal Bureau of 
 Thornton, Roger. 2002. “The Peculiar Temporality of Violence: a Source of Perplexity about Social Power.” Kronoscope: 13
41-69.
 Reeves, Richard. Infamy: The Shocking Story of the Japanese American Internment in World War II. Henry Holt and Co.; First 14
Edition, 2015. Page 9
 Reeves, Infamy page 915
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Investigation began taking into custody persons of Japanese ancestry. “Under Proclamation 
2525, Franklin D. Roosevelt, President of the United States and as Commander in Chief of the 
Army and Navy of the Untied States, do herby make public proclamation to all whom it may 
concern that an invasion has been perpetrated upon the territory of the United States by Empire 
Japan…. And, acting under and by virtue of the authority vested in me by the Constitution of the 
United States, and the said sections of the United States Code. I do hereby further proclaim and 
direct that the conduct to be observed on the part of the United States towards all natives, 
citizens, denizens, or subjects of Empire of Japan being of the age of fourteen years and upwards 
who shall be within the Untied States or within any territories in any way subject to the 
jurisdiction of the United States and not actually naturalized, who for the purpose of this 
Proclamation and under such sections of the Untied Staes Code are termed alien enemies…” .  16
 By marking anyone who was not a “naturalized citizen” as an alien enemy meant that 
they were excepted from civilian rights or even the temporary rights of non-citizens.  
 This was only the first step to dismiss anyone who had Japanese heritage as being not 
American. Beginning with Japanese nationals who had the misfortune of being considered 
“temporary visitors”; diplomats, businessmen and guest professors were put on boats and sent 
back to Japan. Proclamation 2525 predated Executive Order 9066 with the goal to sweep up 
members of high ranking positions in Japanese American circles, since they were considered 
“dangerous." In some cases, the only evidence the FBI needed were possessions of any written 
material with Japanese Characters, including bibles and knitting manuals . 17
 Presidential Proclamation Aliens No. 2525. Alien Enemies- Japanese 16
 Reeves, Infamy, page 6-817
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The Uyghurs:  Pre-1949 
 The Uyghurs, a Turkic minority ethnic group who make up the largest group in the 
Chinese region presently known as Xinjiang find themselves caught in a conflict with the central 
government in Beijing. There isn't a true consensus of how many people live in this region since 
differing statistics are quoted by different outlets. According to the sixth Chinese census, of the 
1.4 billion people living in China, over 20 million are Muslims, making up 1.6% of the entire 
population., The Hui are the largest Muslim population in China, while the Uyghurs are the 
second largest. Paradoxically, the Uyghurs face more cultural and religious restrictions than their 
Hui Muslim counterparts since China considers them  to be more Han Chinese . 18
 In a country where the majority population is Han , the central government in Beijing 19
has long treated Xinjiang as a “frontier," its Turkic Muslim population exotic and ‘alien’, 
requiring pacification as well as assimilation. Though some Turkic Muslims seek greater 
freedoms and autonomy under the current government, others hunger for a separate state, 
causing Beijing to look upon themas ethno-nationalist threats to the Chinese state.  
 Newby, L. J. “'The Pure and True Religion' in China.” Third World Quarterly, vol. 10, no. 2, 1988, pp. 923–947. JSTOR, 18
www.jstor.org/stable/3992673. Page 925
”Han Chinese.” Definitions.net. STANDS4 LLC, 2019. Web. 10 Apr. 2019 What Does Han Chinese Mean?, 19
www.definitions.net/definition/han chinese. - Han Chinese are an ethnic group native to East Asia. Han Chinese constitute 
approximately 92% of the population of China and about 20% of the entire global human population, making it the largest ethnic 
group in the world. 
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 Though prior to Islam, the Uyghurs are said to have embraced Buddhism, Shamanism, 
and even Manichaeism ; records have exposed the Uyghurs history on the land to be over 4000 20
years old.  It is believed that Islam transcended to China during the Caliphate  of Uthman ibn 21 22
Affan, the third Caliph of Islam who sent a delegation to China in 650 CE . This event which 23
people consider as the birth of Islam in China  took place only eighteen years after the death of 24
the Prophet Muhammad.  
 Being at the heart of the Silk Road(the ancient complex network of trade roads 
connecting Asia, east Africa and the southern most part of Europe), the Uyghurs were able to 
establish city-states, kingdoms, and even empires rivaling China’s Tang Dynasty(618-907 C.E.).  
Kashgar and Khotan were oases for travelers stopping to rest and restock as they carried spices, 
ivory, and slaves creating a vibrant economy and bringing a cosmopolitan character to the 
Uyghur homeland. 
 Since the Qur’an (Koran) was originally written in Arabic, with Islam came Arabic 
scripture. Even today, travelers who dare to retrace the ancient route of the Silk Road through 
Xinjiang, still find it to be a world vastly different from China. Very few people speak Mandarin, 
"Manichaeism." Definitions.net. STANDS4 LLC, 2019. Web. 30 Apr. 2019. What Does Manichaeism Mean?, 20
www.definitions.net/definition/Manichaeism.(noun) a religion founded by Manes in the third century; a synthesis of Zoroastrian 
dualism between light and dark and Babylonian folklore and Buddhist ethics and superficial elements of Christianity; spread 
widely in the Roman Empire but had largely died out by 1000
 About Uyghurs | Uyghur American Association, uyghuramerican.org/about-uyghurs.21
"caliphate." Definitions.net. STANDS4 LLC, 2019. Web. 30 Apr. 2019.https://www.definitions.net/definition/caliphate. A 22
unified federal Islamic government for the Muslim world, ruled by an elected head of state or caliph.
 A modern alternative for AD. The full form is Anno Domini. It is Medieval Latin for "in the year of the Lord."23
 Franz Michael, China through the ages - History of a civilization, 1024
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and the “traditions of their ancestors — whose kingdoms have been swallowed by the sands — 
live on in faith and food.”  25
 In 934 C.E. during the Karakhanid era, the capital of the Kingdom, Kashgar, became a 
major center for practicing Islam. The beginning of intertwining religion, ethnicity, territory, and 
matters of state control began and the Uyghur culture began to be defined as the region itself 
became predominantly Muslim.    
  The Islamic Uyghur Kingdom of East Turkestan maintained its independence and 
cultural prosperity until the Qing Dynasty when the Manchu Empire invaded the nation in 
1876.  After a long and bloody eight year war the Qing Dynasty succeeded in annexing East 26
Turkestan in 1884, renaming the region “Xinjiang” which translates to “New Territory” or “New 
Frontier”  signifying its location on the other side of the Great Wall of China. Lying in the heart 27
of Asia with its grand deserts, unparalleled mountain ranges, rivers, forest, and grasslands with 
rich resources  Xinjiang became a buffer zone to shield the main heart of China, keeping it safe 28
from invaders. It is therefore important to remember. “when we speak of Chinese culture and its 
history and evolution we have therefore distinguished between the China of the Chinese and the 
China of the expanded empire. It was China proper  where Chinese culture was shaped.”  The 29 30
expansion of their empire, passed the Great Wall of China, into the region known as Xinjiang, 
 Levin, Dan. “A Desert Blooms Along China's Silk Road.” The New York Times, The New York Times, 13 Oct. 2010, 25
www.nytimes.com/2010/10/17/travel/17explorer.html?mtrref=www.google.com.
 About Uyghurs | Uyghur American Association, uyghuramerican.org/about-uyghurs.26
 Franz, 1027
 40 percent of the nation’s coal deposits and a quarter of its oil reserves.28
 “China proper” or “China within the Wall” (the Great Wall) — territory 29
 Franz, 1030
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proves the Uyghur and other minorities had their own way of life. Though like the West, China 
came to regard their system as the most civilized form of  human communal existence .   31
 The Qing dynasty ended with the revolution of 1911 establishing the Republic of China 
(ROC) and ending the imperial system. From 1916-1928 during what is known as the Chinese 
warlord era, a fragmented period with no centralized leadership, Though the ROC had main 
control over China the country was divided among former military cliques. At first, Xinjiang 
being outside the province was able to maintain isolation and not be affected by the upheavals 
being experienced by the rest of the cliques but eventually, fell into the hands of warlord/
Governor, Jin Shuren , who allied himself with the Soviet Union.  32
 In the 1930s, the central government indicated that non-Chinese areas could seek 
independence if they wished. In reality, they lied and opted for a system of “nominal self-rule or 
autonomy by non-Han peoples at local and regional levels yet still under the overreaching 
control of the ROC, with no right of secession.”  This angered the Xinjiang minorities enough 33
to stage two uprisings against the ROC, once in 1933 and again in 1944 to establish the 
“Independent Eastern Turkistan Republic” but subsequently failed. This demonstrates the 
legitimate desire to hold on to their cultural and religious identity which has been systematically 
oppressed by the Chinese government.  
 Idib, 831
 Starr, S. Frederick (2015). Xinjiang: China's Muslim Borderland. Abingdon-on-Thames: Routledge.32
 Chapter 3 political history and strategies of control, 1884-1978 By James A. Millward and Nabijan Tursun in the book 33
Xinjiang, by Starr page 91
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 However some Turkic people including the Uyghurs, looking to break from both the Han 
as well as the Soviet Union, were influenced by the Turkish Jadidist  movement and inspired by 34
Pan-Turkism (a movement for Turkics to be officially recognized culturally and politically) 
created the short lived East Turkestan Republic of 1933, centered around the city of Kashgar. 
Only to be ended a year later by the Hui warlords and the Kuomintang  or KMT, the Nationalist 35
Party of China- a political party in the ROC still in operation today. The KMT governed this part 
of the region while Xinjiang was newly ruled by Sheng Shicai (1933-1944), who worked in close 
relations with the Soviet Union. In 1937, with pressure from Stalin, Sheng began to purge any 
leaders in Xinjiang once again causing a rebellion among the Turkic. The rebels seized Kashgard 
and denounced Sheng Shicai a puppet of the Soviet Union. Sheng appealed to the Soviet Union 
for help, who sent 5000 Russians soldiers to crush the rebels. 
 The Japanese invasion of China prevented the KMT from helping so Sheng’s power 
remained unchallenged. However, convinced that the soviet union would collapse after the Nazis 
invaded in 1943, Sheng swore alliance to the KMT. When the Soviets pushed back the Nazis, he 
tried to gain Soviet support once more. When the Soviets refused, Sheng stepped down, allowing 
the KMT to move in. But unwilling to lose the region, the Soviets helped launch the lli Rebellion 
of 1944, supporting a Second East Turkistan Republic .  36
 In 1945, the ROC sent millions troops into the Second East Turkistan Republic region 
forcing them to sign a truce. With barely any resistance from the Turkic persons who did not 
 "Jadids.". Encyclopedia of Modern Europe: Europe 1789-1914: Encyclopedia of the Age of Industry and Empire, 34
www.encyclopedia.com/history/encyclopedias-almanacs-transcripts-and-maps/jadids.: Jadidism (a word meaning modernism, 
from the Arabic Jadid, meaning new) was a late-nineteenth-century movement of intellectual and political self-renewal and 
resistance among the Muslim subjects of the Russian Empire.
 Otherwise known as, Kuomintang or Guomindang or the Nationalist Party of China (NPC) or the Chinese Nationalist Party 35
 Political History and Strategies of Control, 1884-1978 by James A. Millward and Nabijian Tursun. In Xinjiang by Starr page 36
82-85
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support the Second East Turkistan Republic seen as a Soviet puppet state which rejected notions 
of Pan-Turkism and Sheria-Law .  37
 In 1949, with rumors of another revolution taking place in China, the Chinese Muslims 
once again became optimistic about a better future. In pursuit of real autonomy they fought 
alongside the Red Army (PRC) led by Mao Zedong not to have their culture suppressed by a 
Soviet puppet state. Sadly, though they helped Mao to usher in the victory and the PRC 
succeeded in taking power in 1949, the Uyghurs were to find themselves oppressed once more.  
  
Executive Order 9066: The United States of America 
  
 One may argue that what happened in 1942 was not the first time that America used its 
power to strip its citizens of their rights. It can also be pointed out that many minority groups in 
America today and around the world, though considered citizens of their nation states, are being 
denied their basic human rights. However this study will again focus primarily on the action of 
government taking its own ‘citizens’ and forcibly relocating them to ‘camps' or even detaining 
them in the locales in which they reside. 
 The point here is not to take away any legitimacy from the Italians or Germans who were 
otherwise unaffected by Executive Order 9066. I acknowledge the fact that 11,500 German and 
3,000 Italian citizens  were also detained and stripped of their rights. But in contrast, they were 38
not forced to endure a comprehensive program of removal followed by incarceration as executed 
 Merriam-Webster, www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/sheria. : the body of formally established sacred law in Islam based 37
primarily on Allah's commandments found in the Koran.
 German and Italian Detainees | Densho Encyclopedia, encyclopedia.densho.org/German_and_Italian_detainees/.38
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by the War Relocation Authority (WRA). Americans of German and Italian descent were allowed 
to keep their national identities were not asked to denounce their heritage nor as a population 
were they forced to re-pledge their allegiance to the United Sates. Neither did they have to 
endure any Anti-German or Anti-Italian national movements. Members of these ethnics groups 
were fortunate enough to have been eligible for U.S. citizenship, enabling them to be more easily 
assimilated into the social fabric of American society, compared to their Japanese counterparts. 
Another reason, I am solely focusing on the Japanese American story is that Americans of 
German or Italian descent, though at times questioned for their heritage, were only labeled as 
“potential threats” and left un-interned.  
 Even the wording used against the Axis Europeans was less aggressive than the those 
used against the Japanese Americans. The Europeans were given epithets often derived from 
their names or food like Fritz, Heinie, Jerry and Kraut for the Germans whereas the Japanese 
were depicted as inhuman often referred to as ‘vermin’ of one sort or another thereby reinforcing 
the idea of the Japanese not being ‘human’. 
 In 1941 in preparation for what seemed to be an inevitable war with Japan, the state 
department sent Curtis B. Munson, to the West coast and Hawaii to investigate the loyalty of 
Japanese Americans. Delivered to President Roosevelt in November that same year, Munson 
declared in his report: “There is no Japanese problem on the West Coast.” He found there to be  a 
“remarkable, even extraordinary degree of loyalty among this generally suspect ethnic group.”  39
 C.B. Munson's "Report and Suggestions Regarding Handling the Japanese Question on the Coast," Dec. 20, 1941. Courtesy of 39
the Commission on Wartime Relocation and Internment of Civilians, University of Washington Libraries microfilm A7378, Reel 
17, Box 17, Frames 0034-0039, Items 19481-19486
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This report by Munson which clearly stated there was no military necessity for the mass 
incarceration of Japanese Americans, was ignored and kept secret by the government.  40
 The internments which were instituted under Executive order 9066, should not be 
confused with the Enemy Alien Internment Program, authorized by separate Presidential 
Proclamations  From1941 to 1946, the FBI and other law enforcement agencies arrested and 41
imprisoned 31,275 persons suspected to have been, ’enemy aliens’ dangerous to the United 
States . These US residents holding Japanese, German, and Italian citizenship were classified as 42
Enemy Aliens and detained by the Department of Justice (DOJ)’s Alien Enemy Control Unit; in 
many cases involving the incarceration of their American citizen relatives. Wherever the number 
of apprehensions was too few for the Immigration and Naturalization Service to operate a 
detention facility, enemy aliens were held by the U.S. Army in their facilities across the United 
States.  43
 In the interest of ‘hemispheric security’ the U.S. government went as far as forcing the 
deportation of over 2,260 persons of Japanese ancestry from 15 Latin American countries who 
 He also said “there will be no armed uprising of Japanese…. For the most part the local Japanese are loyal to the United 40
States… Their Family life is disciplined and honorable. The children are obedient and the girls virtuous.. [the Nisei] show a 
pathetic eagerness to be Americans. 
 World War II Enemy Alien Control Program Overview The National Archives, https://www.archives.gov/research/immigration/41
enemy-aliens-overview
 Enemies, world war II Alien Internment By John Chistgau page vii42
 https://www.thc.texas.gov/preserve/projects-and-programs/military-history/texas-world-war-ii/japanese-german-and-italian43
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were ‘invited’ to send these people to the United States, ostensibly to be used for prisoner-of-war 
exchanges with Japan .  44
 Under the guise of a military emergency, “although Executive Order 9066 was written in 
vague terms that did not specify an ethnicity, it was used for the mass incarceration of Japanese 
Americans. The government claimed that incarceration was for military necessity and, ironically, 
to "protect" Japanese Americans from racist retribution they might face as a result of Pearl 
Harbor. (These reasons were later proven false by the Commission on Wartime Relocation and 
Internment of Civilians in the 1980s.)”  Over 120,000 Americans of Japanese, descent were 45
removed from their homes and relegated to “relocation ‘camps’” scattered throughout the 
Midwestern states.  
 On February 19, 1942, President Franklin Delano Roosevelt signed Executive Order 
9066 into law, arbitrarily yet completely suspending the civil rights of U.S. residents of Japanese 
ancestry. The three western states, Washington, Oregon, and California along with Hawaii were 
declared off limit de facto military areas and the removal from them of all “enemy aliens” was 
ordered.  This ‘order’ authorized the “evacuation” of 120,000 persons, citizens and non-citizens 46
alike, into concentration ‘camps', ignoring the fact that at least 70% of them were law abiding 
 From 1942 to 1945, the people who were deported were incarcerated in the U.S. to be used by the American government as 44
hostages in exchange for Americans held by Japan. About 80 percent of the Latin Americans were Japanese Peruvians. More than 
500 Japanese Peruvians were included in the two prisoner-of-war exchanges that took place in 1942-1943. The ones that 
remained continued to be incarcerated by the U.S. After the war, they were told they were “illegal aliens” but the Peruvians 
government refused to readmit any Japanese Peruvians even if they were citizens of Peru. As a result some 1,700 Japanese 
Peruvians were deported to war-divested Japan, a country they have never known and which most had no ties to. 300 hundred 
remained in the U.S. and fought the deportation status through courts. And 100 Japanese Peruvians were allowed to return to 
Peru. To this day, the U.S. government has yet to acknowledge the wrong done to the Japanese Latin Americans.  http://
encyclopedia.densho.org/Japanese_Latin_Americans/
 University of California. "Relocation and Incarceration of Japanese Americans During World War II". – Japanese American 45
Relocation Digital Archives, https://calisphere.org/exhibitions/essay/8/relocation/ Retrieved 27 April 2019.
History.com Editors. ”FDR orders Japanese Americans into internment camps” History, https://www.history.com/this-day-in-46
history/fdr-signs-executive-order-9066,  Accessed 10 April 2019
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citizens born right here in the United States. No distinction was made between the Issei, or the 
first generation who had emigrated from Japan and the Nisei, born in the U.S. and considered to 
be “second generation” immigrants (from the Japanese for two, “NI” and “SEI" for generation). 
Add to this the fact that because they were born in the U.S., Japan did not grant the Nisei 
Japanese citizenship, except in rare case where the births had been registered with the authorities 
in Japan.  
 Subsequently, these Japanese Americans discovered that the distinction between alien and 
citizen was nearly not as important as the difference between yellow and white. Ten hastily 
constructed ‘camps' were built in order to imprison Japanese Americans of all ages, genders, and 
beliefs; None of whom were ever charged with any particular crime. They were prisoners 
without trial. Children who had only ever known America were looked upon as traitors to 
America- not for anything he or she had said or done but merely because their parents had been 
born in Japan, a nation with which they were now at war. 
The Uyghurs: - The Peoples Republic of China 
 China refers to the area in question as the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region of the 
People’s Republic of China. Known also as East Turkestan by those outside of the PRC, to 
recognize the people, descendants of the Turkic people who moved to the region in the 9th 
century. Although China took and placed the region under its rule in — though one could say 
sufficient time has passed for a certain Chinese way of life to flourish, historically, East 
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Turkestan was a part of Central Asia. To be clear, East Turkestan's people, the Uyghurs  are not 47
ethnically Chinese; they are to this day, descendants of the Turks of Central Asia and not of Han 
Chinese origin. We must also acknowledge the fact that the Chinese calling them “Uyghur” is 
also incorrect, for the term has previously been used to describe the largely Buddhist population 
of the Turpan basin half a millennium ago .  48
 This paper is not designed to debate over whether China should give them independence 
or call them by their preferred name. Therefore, for the sake of argument I will be referring to the 
autonomous East Turkistan population as Uyghurs and in most cases, the Region as Xinjiang in 
the manner in which they are commonly referred, for ease of identification regardless of political 
correctness. 
 In 1954, after years of exhausted efforts for equality, many Uyghurs revolted in an effort 
to establish an Independent Islamic State. China, responded with an iron fist of suppression by 
military force followed by the mass production of anti-Muslim propaganda.  
 During the Hundred Flowers movement of 1956, Mao invited open criticism of the party. 
Criticism however was slow to follow, no doubt rising from the history of questioning being 
punishable. But party leaders echoed Mao’s theme, “let a hundred flowers bloom, and a hundred 
schools of thought contend.”  Intellectuals began to speak out and the movement of the Anti-49
Right gained a following.  
 This revealed the deep discontent with Xinjiang’s promised “autonomy” in actual 
practice. At the same time the Soviet-Chinese relationship began to weaken. Because of the close 
 To learn more about the history of Uyghurs, read Xinjiang: China’s Muslim Borderland by S. Frederick Starr47
 Starr, page 10348
 http://afe.easia.columbia.edu/ps/cup/hundred_flowers.pdf 49
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relationship Xinjiang had with the Soviet Union, when the tensions began to grow in the 50s so 
did the anti-Soviet sentiment in China, which was then taken out on Xinjiang, whether the Turkic 
officials were associated or not with the Soviet Union. “What was the anti-right campaign in 
China was focused in Xinjiang primarily on Islamic figures and ‘local nationalists’ and became 
in effect a de-Sovietizing purge of non-Han political elites…This campaign labeled 1,612 cadres 
‘local nationalist’ [Turkic officials] and dispatched most to labor ‘camps' for thought reform.”    50
 This shows that what is happening today is not the first time China has used ‘camps' to 
reform or re-educate people. The people, mostly teachers, who were sent away either perished in 
these ‘camps' or were later released in 1979 .  51
 Mao’s next campaign known as the Great leap forward (1958-1962)  was of a utopian 52
social and economic design, and predicted to change the lives of Chinese — it did not end well. 
Famine spread across Xinjiang and other parts of China, killing around 50% of the inhabitants of 
Chinese villages— 30 to 40 million people.  
 During this time, China developed around 150 projects, planned, financed and staffed by 
the Soviet Union. But as tensions between Mao and Nikita Sergeyevich Khrushchev (the First 
Secretary of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union) increased with the friendship finally 
deteriorating, China was unable to handle all the projects by itself and suffered tremendously. To 
‘atone’ for his mistake Mao launched another campaign in 1966, known as the Cultural 
revolution lasting 10 years, to re-impose Maoism. In an effort to bring back the revolutionary 
spirit that helped the PRC solidify their power he pushed for the youth to purge the “impure” 
 Starr , 9250
 Ibid, 9151
 Ibid, 9352
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elements in Chinese society , intolerance and assimilation at the core. Attacking the elderly and 53
the intellectual population since they were the ones who held the history of the people in their 
hands. Mao’s ideology or Maoism, which the PRC still ‘practices' today is followed blindly by 
the people without the knowledge of all the horrible things Mao actually did in the name of 
progress.  
 The Cultural revolution’s effect on Xinjiang and its ‘non-Chinese’ people was rooted in 
xenophobia. “Mao’s wife, Jiang Qing considered minority nationalities ‘foreign invaders’ and 
aliens” through “outlandish” songs and dances; she reportedly “despised” Xinjiang.  Her 54
ignorant anti-Xinjiang sentiment spread across the country— insults and attacks on Islam and its 
customs became the norm— Qu’rans and other sacred texts in Arabic scripture were burned, 
Islamic elders were paraded in the streets in humiliating fashion, Islamic sites forcibly closed and 
ransacked, people put pigs pens into mosques, Uyghur girls’ long hair were cut into bobs, and 
traditional attire prohibited .  55
 In the end Mao was responsible for 40 to 70 million deaths during a time marked for 
being otherwise relatively peaceful, a shocking number not often mentioned in the West— more 
than Hitler and Stalin combined . Thanks to the Party’s control over education and public 56
discourse, they have whitewashed Mao’s legacy not questioned by anyone in China let alone 
America. China has falsely transformed  him into a hero and all powerful founding father of the 
nation. Mao is more popular today than at any other time in history including while he was alive.  
 Editors, History.com. “Cultural Revolution.” History.com, A&E Television Networks, 9 Nov. 2009, www.history.com/topics/53
china/cultural-revolution.
 Starr , 9754
 Starr , 9755
 Johnson, Ian. The New York Review of Books, www.nybooks.com/daily/2018/02/05/who-killed-more-hitler-stalin-or-mao/.56
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 China as a nation has been in existence in one form or another for over 3000 years with a 
multitude of governments, empires, and dynasties. While their republic, only 70 years old could 
be considered to be nothing if not merely another hiccup in its long and varied history.  
 It was not until the PRC’s power shifted to Deng Xiaoping in 1978, that the government 
“finally restored the notion of “autonomy” for minority nationalities and dropped from the 
constitution the Maoist dictum that ‘national struggle is in final analysis a question of class 
struggle” .  57
 With its new leader, the PRC rewrote its constitution in 1978, granting Muslims religious 
freedoms under article 36. Like everything else, freedom of religion ‘exists’ in China but with the 
proviso of specific stipulations; The government only protects that which falls under “normal 
religious activity,” defined in registered places of worship without ever defining what it 
considers to be “normal” . While the state at the same time officially espouses state atheism.  It 58
has approved of only five official sanctioned religious organizations; the Buddhist Association of 
China, Chinese Patriotic Catholic Association, Chinese Taoist Association, Three-self Patriotic 
movement, and the Islamic Association of China— which are permitted to hold worship services. 
Any other unregistered groups like the Uyghur Muslims - face various degrees of harassment and 
eventual imprisonment— where forced religious conversion to atheism takes place.   59
 Starr , 9757
 U.S. Department of State, U.S. Department of State, www.state.gov/j/drl/rls/irf/religiousfreedom/index.htm?58
year=2017&dlid=280814#wrapper.
 Beydoun. “For China, Islam Is a 'Mental Illness' That Needs to Be 'Cured'.” China | Al Jazeera, Al Jazeera, 28 Nov. 2018, 59
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 In 2000, under the Great Western Development Strategy , a policy of internal migration 60
was put in place and China moved Han-Chinese into these ethnic regions to dilute the local 
population. The Han settlers are given economic incentives and dominate certain segments of the 
local economy and political machinery. This policy has changed the ethnic balance of the region 
over time. A Census done in 2010 showed of the 21.82 million people of Xinjiang, 45.84% to be 
Uyghurs and 40.48% Han . A Uyghur once said in an interview for the New York Times; 61
“Sometimes when I look around me and see so many Han, I feel like I am a stranger in my own 
homeland."   62
 China openly joined the “war on terror” in 2001; while President George W. Bush 
publicly praised China’s support in the campaign , Muslims in China feared for their lives. 63
Hiding behind the now all too familiar excuse of combating “terrorism," China detained over one 
million Uyghurs to be “re-educated” and to “correct” their “infectious” “extremist views." 
Basically stripping Uyghurs of their individuality, this policy emphasizes that anyone not fitting 
within the Han-Chinese life-style the state has set to be “dangerous." 
 In 2009, in the Xinjiang capital Urumqi, a violent tussle resulted in clashes between 
Uyghur protesters, the Han Chinese population, and the police. During the following days wide-
scale police sweeps, Human Rights Watch reported at least 43 cases of missing persons,  and the 64
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numbers only grew. Most of the violence occurring in Xinjiang goes unnoticed since the 
government doesn’t want to cause more tension between the Han-Chinese and the Uyghurs.  
 In 2013, President Xi Jinping came into power increasing repression in all aspects of 
life . His “pet project”  the Belt Road Initiative (BRI), a cheaper and more reliable way to 65 66
preserve economic stability. By transforming and reviving the ancient trading route into the Silk 
Road Economic Belt and exploiting its natural resources, this project would reduce China’s 
dependence on imported energy. To show what is at stake, the BRI which connects 65 other 
countries in infrastructure  was responsible for 3 trillion dollars in trade between 2014-2016.  67
 The government followed in 2014 with the “Strike hard campaign." Even the aggressive 
name attests to the brutal tactics China has taken to control what they view as a serious threat 
posed by separatist, Islamist, and terrorist.   Anyone suspected of exhibiting any abnormal 68
thoughts or behaviors relatable to “the three evils”  (separatism, terrorism, and extremism) are 69
subjected to ‘corrections’ in these ‘camps’. Stating concerns relating to  “the three evils” has 
been used as the grounds to restrict religious practices as well as when talking about counter-
terrorism operations in China. 
 Presently, Chinese officials are encouraged to achieve high rates of detentions, therefore 
are more inclined to disregard basic human rights actually guaranteed under Chinese laws. This 
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campaign mainly targets any who “challenges…state security, ethnic unity, and social 
stability,”  meaning anyone who does not ‘act’ like a Han-Chinese person. Under this campaign 70
people are being imprisoned for “harmless and inconsequential" reasons.  The objectives to 71
strengthening broader control and a tighter net of surveillance across the region. 
 But rights groups and exiles from China claim there is no evidence of a working Uyghur 
militant group out to get the government, and express that much of the unrest is due to 
frustrations of the 60 years of repression in Xinjiang finally coming to a boil. According to a 
2015 New York Times article by Andrew Jacobs, when the attack on a coal mine first happened, 
no Chinese news outlet reported nor would any officials make statements. Surprising, since 
Jacobs claims it to be one of the deadliest outbreaks of violence Xinjiang has experienced in 
recent years. More than 50 people, most of them Han Chinese were dead, at least five of them 
police officers, and dozens more had been wounded, according to victims’ relatives and 
residents . If any of those events happened in Europe or America it would most certainly have 72
gotten more attention.  
 The Chinese government has now blamed any and all unrest within the region on Uyghur 
separatist groups but has targeted the entire population. But the violence Uyghur separatist have 
committed as James Leibold  an expert on Xinjiang puts it, are due to “triggers often locally 73
embedded, whether it be reprisal for a woman who’s been publicly unveiled, and her family 
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shamed, or people striking back after a relative has been detained by police”  One cannot blame 74
the civil unrest of non separatist individuals who are acting as lone wolves out of frustration in 
response to the intense repression.  
 There is no chance China would ever give up Xinjiang since it holds 25% of China’s 
hydrocarbon reserves and not to mention 38% of its coal  as well as  the beating heart of BRI 75
system. Many journalists have cited this as being the backbone to China’s oppression against the 
Uyghur population. 
 This reinforced the need for Xi's perception of keeping the Uyghurs and other ethnic 
minorities under control. And his preventive actions against ethnic minorities from attempting 
true autonomy or succession. Not in the name of combating terrorism but to prevent a separatism 
that would jeopardize Xi’s pipeline plans . 76
 The tight grip Xi has around religious practices, specifically the Uyghurs, is not in the 
name of bettering them but is in response to the cry for independence or even recognition. 
“Postcolonial scholars, for example, demonstrated that colonizing powers narrated an ‘other’ 
whom they set out to save, dominate, control, civilize, and/or extract resources through 
colonization.”  He plans to “sinicize”  the Uyghurs and to have “their foreign influence 77 78
purged.” With the thought process of erasing Islam from the Uyghurs, essentially erasing their 
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identities, Uyghurs would assimilate into Han-culture therefore ridding any separatist movement 
in the region. 
Chapter 2. The Creation of Nationalism  
 There is no political or social force stronger than national or group identity. The idea of 
liberal individualism might sometimes be more dominant but its antithesis that which balances it 
is nationalism. For most people, the nation to which one belongs is the first and fundamental way 
one defines oneself, even if one does not acknowledge it. But what is the driving force of this 
unnatural allegiance to said identity? Was it developed as a political motivator and what utility 
does national identity have? We may never know, since nationalism is an “anomaly” as it has 
been proven very difficult for analysts as they struggle to define what it is . 79
 One of the first groups of theories is through primordialism, arguing that since nations are 
ancient, nationalism is a natural phenomenon. Theorists, like Clifford Geertz, who support 
primordialism believe national identities were natural, ineffable, and refer to “features attributed 
to blood ties."   80
 Through this lens, nationalism is explained through contiguity, custom, blood relations, 
language, but that it is something that one is born into naturally.  A “priori”  that is considered 81 82
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to be an unchangeable social construction but as an inevitable mode of being . These ties of 83
kinship are strongly tied to a deep emotion that are uncontrollable rather than rational . 84
 Modern theorists, like Ernest Gellner and Benedict Anderson, are generally critical of this 
theory, claiming these ties are anything but natural and socially constructed. They argue that the 
language of primordialism implies that national identity is a spiritual, mystical, unchangeable 
phenomenon that has been here from the beginning  (explaining Chinese right to lands?) 85
Identity for a primordialist is something that affects a person, something one does not have any 
control over. 
 Supporting their argument, national identity is a concept that has developed roughly over 
the last two centuries, simultaneously it is a modern phenomena like capitalism, democracy, 
urbanization, and industrialization.  In other words, national identity is not a natural or 86
biological inclination, but a construct that has a modern cause.  
 For Gellner and Anderson, modern nationalism is a distinct and clear result of Western 
industrialization in the 19th century. Whereby, the difference between the modern world and the 
pre-modern one is that physical work in any pure form has all but disappeared. What is still 
called manual labor does not involve actual physical labor but generally involves controlling, 
managing and maintaining machines. Which requires a certain proficiency, requiring a basic 
framework that is transferable, a framework largely based on the scientific method. A machine to 
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make parts for dolls is not so different from a machine that makes a car but what is important is 
being able to read instructions which requires speaking the basic language.  
 Instead of being born into a family of farmers, a citizens would now be better off learning 
the basic education required to transfer their talents between ‘simplistic’ jobs. 
Gellner, writes:  
A modern society is, in this respect, like a modern army, only more so. It provides a very 
prolonged and fairly thorough training for all its recruits, insisting on certain shared 
qualifications: literacy, numeracy, basic work habits and social skills, familiarity with 
basic technical and social skills. For the large majority of the population the distinctive 
skills involved in working life are superimposed on the basic training, either on the job 
or as part of a much less prolonged supplementary training; and the assumption is that 
anyone who has completed the generic training common to the entire population can be 
re-trained for most other jobs without too much difficulty.  87
  
 In other words, a shared national culture is necessary for citizens to be mobile within that 
culture. Education, especially universal literacy is key and national identity is essential to 
modern industrial societies. In this regard, China claims that they are trying to “re-educate” and 
assimilate the Uyghurs to integrate them into Chinese culture. Yet, the Uyghurs only see the Han 
Chinese as invaders and occupiers of their land. They see a nationalism not their own being 
imposed upon them by efforts of a ‘foreign’ central government not of their making. One could 
 Gellner, Ernest. Nations and Nationalism, 2nd Ed. Cornell University Press. Pages.19-3887
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almost say conversely, at the outbreak of World War II, white Americans were convinced that the 
Americans of Japanese descent didn’t share a common national culture; they were outsiders and 
didn’t belong in America. While the Japanese Americans felt they were entitled to this same 
culture and sense of belonging for having been born in the US and actually sought out this 
American sense of Nationalism. 
 Though both cases are clearly driven by nationalism, there is an interesting juxtaposition 
nonetheless that in the US the ‘oppressed’ were the ones seen as being land grabbing occupiers 
and in China, it is the ‘oppressors’ who are the ones so accused. 
  For Anderson, national identity is imagined but not any less real. He reminds us that “It is 
imagined because the members of even the smallest nation will never know most of their fellow-
members, meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the minds of each lives the image of their 
communion…."  Attributing national identity to a number of key phenomena; (1) the idea of a 88
continuously stable national identity replacing the religious worldview that had dominated 
Europe throughout the medieval period , helped by (2) the printing press, argues that with the 89
emergence of the newspaper, the nation is presented as a continuous story.  Representing the 90
nation as a single community with a singular communal narrative , one then assumes that the 91
imagined others in the same community have read the same story, therefore sharing a cultural 
code . 92
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 One must ask then how is this community imagined? “Communities are to be 
distinguished, not by their falsity/genuineness, but by the style in which they are imagined.”  93
Other-ing 
 Nationalism is objectively modern, there is nothing like it when you go further back in 
time over the last few centuries. But it is taken by its adherence referring to things that are 
primordial, historically ancient. Nationalism therefore is an appeal to tradition even if it is a 
demonstrably recent phenomenon. Being formally universal, everyone is expected to have a 
nationality as everyone is expected to have a gender or other kinds of constructs.  94
 So what does it mean to belong to a nation? If we use Benedict Anderson's anthological 
definition of the nation as “an imagined political community- imagined as both inherently 
limited and sovereign.”  Limited, seeing as the nation is subjected to a politically constructed 95
boundary, where political entities are restricted of how much geographical land area it can 
occupy, displacing many people. The Uyghurs are not confined within the bounds of China, they 
have been displaced because of the creation of the political boundaries giving China the 
legitimacy under international law. 
 In the words of Anderson, “the nation understands itself as limited, and, as such, does not 
visualize itself as something which is bounded or finite” , meaning that a true nation needs to 96
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transcend boundaries and physical restrictions and “yet in the minds of each lives the image of 
their communion.”   Without this ‘communion’ the nation as a cohesive entity cannot exist. 97
 Nations are bound by the political boundaries they have constructed imaginary or 
otherwise. “Nationalism is not the awakening of nations of self-consciousness: it invents nations 
where they do not exist.”  98
Though there are disagreements with certain primordial markers such as the homeland of the 
Uyghurs. The artificial borders China created around Xinjiang “follow official designation of 
national identities” , a practice within the works of ethnicization, defining the history of control. 99
Meaning, because Uyghurs live within the borders of China they are forced to ascribe to the 
identity of Han-Chinese so China can continue to dominate them with China’s cry of historical 
heritage to back up their claim,  including but not limited to subjugation. China being the 100
hegemony of the region, politically constructed the bounders of Xinjiang for the purpose of 
creating a buffer against invaders, while claiming Uyghurs are inherently Chinese because they 
live within the borders of China. Which came first… 
 While America had invented a sort of imaginary American community where Japanese 
Americans do not fit in. These nations were operating from the logic that nationalism is rooted in 
culture and language. Therefore by extension, if one’s roots are different from those of the 
‘inherent’ nations’ how will one ever maintain a sense of nationalism. 
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 America’s “imagined community” are their ‘white’ citizens. The Japanese felt the 
exclusion “If you think you are citizens, just try to walk out of the ‘camp’ past the sentry line. If 
the sentries don’t shoot you, I’ll believe you are a citizen."  Japanese Americans were demoted 101
from citizens to ‘enemies of the state.’ Japanese American wanted the government to recognize 
them as who they were, citizens of the United Staes. While conversely the Uyghurs want China 
to realize they are not citizens of China, they seek independence.  
 Since China does not have a policy of recognizing separate indigenous peoples with 
certain rights to land. China's policy of ethnic designation specifically avoids the issue of 
“indigeneity” and attachments to specific places or lands, thanks to strongly held Chinese beliefs 
that all the lands of China have been in the hands of Chinese since the Han Dynasty . 102
Therefore, all Han Chinese are as indigenous as any local ethnic group to the lands of China. 
Hence, China’s minority policy is one of minority nationality recognition and autonomous 
administration, not one that designates indigenous peoples or rights.  This logic being as 103
flawed as Christopher Columbus discovering America therefore the settlers who came after had 
the same, more rights than the Native Americans. An example of a much later time, but a useful 
way too understanding the claim China is trying to make. Understanding the origins of China’s 
overall policy on nationalism opens the door into understanding why China is forcing the 
Uyghurs to forget about their heritage and the force acceptance of being part of China’s 
‘imagined-community’.  
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 Using this logic, ‘othering’ has been justified, simply because being the ‘other’ cannot 
exist within this framework. Just as America calls itself a melting-pot and therefore, diverse, 
covering up the peoples’ denial of inequality. 
 China claims ownership over the region of Xinjiang, people of this region speak a 
different language and are of Turkic descent. In this regard Japanese Americans, spoke an ‘alien’ 
language, looked different and were therefore easier to be “othered.” Although some believe that 
assimilation is to key to maintaining stability within a nation, it seems as though in both of these 
cases, actual assimilation was not at least the immediate goal.  
 The nation is imagined to be sovereign since prior to the invention of nationality, the world 
and its people were categorized according to their religious beliefs . When each religious belief 104
was thought of as a distinctive community, however because religion is a belief all the world 
shares and is subjected to an individual, it would be impossible for each religion to occupy a 
specific geographical territory. As such, the concept of a nation is imagined to be sovereign as it 
was a means of breaking away and gaining freedom of said higher power . 105
 A Nation is a form of self determination, but there is an ambivalence to said self-
determination but it being in accordance to a higher entity or state. And it becomes the state, the 
nation that becomes the self determining entity. Nation is “imagined as a community," in addition 
to it being a sovereign form of self determination because “regardless of the actual inequality and 
exploration that may prevail in each, the nation is always conceived as deep, horizontal 
comradeship.”  Different forms of institutional structures, some extremely hierarchical and 106
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unequal in terms of what they let different members of the nation do, but the concept of nation-
ness intuitively implies sort of brotherhood of the nation. 
 Ultimately it is “this fraternity that makes it possible, over the last two centuries for so 
many millions of people, not so much to kill, as willingly to die for such limited imaginings.”   107
Therefore making the point of nation-ness, why loyalty to the nation is so mobilizable in war. 
 Even facing day to day racism and inequalities, Japanese Americans still felt themselves to 
be a part of this “fraternity” of America- they were willing to die for it in World War II, not to 
prove their loyalty but to fight for a nation they believed in even if said community did not 
believe in them.   108
 An internee at the Heart Mountain ‘camp’ in Wyoming, Frank Emi, stated “We would 
gladly sacrifice our lives to protect and uphold the principles and ideals of our country as set 
forth in the Constitution and the Bill of Rights, for on its inviolability depends the freedom, 
liberty, justice, and protection of all people, including Japanese Americans and all other minority 
groups. But have we been given such freedom, such liberty, such justice, such protection? 
NO!!” . How could America ask incarcerated Japanese Americans to fight for a country who 109
does not consider them lives at all, just pawns in the game of war.  
 But there were still believers of America: 
 Marion Konishi, a high school valedictorian at Amache Relocation Center in Colorado, 
1943, supports this point in her speech:  
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“Sometimes America failed and suffered. Sometimes she made mistakes, great mistakes. 
America hounded and harassed the Indians, then remembering that they were the first 
Americans, she gave them back their citizenship. She enslaved Negroes, then 
remembering Americanism, she wrote out the Emancipation Proclamation. She 
persecuted the German Americans during the First World World, then recalling America 
was born of those who come from every nation, seeking liberty, she repented. Her history 
is full of errors, but with each mistake she has learned… Can we the graduation class of 
Amache Senior High School believe that America still means freedom, equality, security, 
and justice? Do I believe this? Do my classmates believe this? Yes, with all our hearts, 
because in that faith, in that hope, is my future, our future, and the world’s future.”  110
 Nationalism commands such a profound “emotional legitimacy” , giving someone a 111
sense of belonging. America did not believe Japanese Americans felt such emotions. Even 
questioning the legitimacy of Japanese Americans willing to fight and die for their country. In 
contrast, one could venture to say that the Uyghurs lack or even go so far as to say they have no 
such “emotional” attachment to or of ever wanting to belong to China.  
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Waves of Nationalism  
 Nationalism is generally grounded in ideology or ethnic foundations, or often the mix of 
the two. The rise and fall of these different types of nationalism can be understood as a cycle of 
waves, an oscillation if you will. Nationalism grounded in ideological forms brings with it the 
assumption that as long as you believe in the nation’s values, ethnicity is irrelevant. Ethnic 
nationalism, however, is nothing if not totally dependent on ethnicity.  
 The type of nationalism prevalent at any period of time is largely dependent on the type 
of government, and the ideology of the person or party who is in the position of power. For 
example, the Obama era brought with it liberal, ideological nationalism. Today, the era of the 
Trumpian rhetoric of white supremacy and white nationalism signals the shift from ideological 
nationalism towards ethnic nationalism. This shift in nationalism is not exclusive to the United 
States; they have and continue to exist in China and parallels can be drawn between the two. It is 
interesting to imagine that both countries have shifted to the right with with doctrines which 
claim to be the rightful successors of earlier supposedly more benevolent eras. Maoism  and 112
Democracy to Han-Chauvinism  and White Supremacy: Xi Jinping and Trump.  113
 While Chinese nationalism consist of many competing discourses, it is safe to say China 
has become more ethnocentric since the 1990s, with Han chauvinism being at the center of the 
narrative. China continues to oppress intellectuals and human-right activist all in the spirit of a so 
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called Neo-Maoism. Undoubtedly, the mass detention centers are a reflection of the Xi Jinping 
government, a nationalistic, hardline regime that often glorifies the practices of the Mao years .  114
 The Han-culture has been touted to be the authentic character of the nation and to deviate 
from the identity will only tarnish Chinese exceptionalism. Han-centrists have significant 
influence within both the policy-making as well as the public sphere in China, as seen in the 
creation of the ‘camps’. 
   
 “Minorities of all kinds can and do voice their cultural claims. Not on the basis of explicit 
theories of cultural but in the name of historical authenticity. They enter the debate not as 
academics — to not only as academics— but as situated individuals with rights to historicity. 
They speak in the first person, signing their argument with an “I” or a “we," rather than invoking 
the ahistorical voice of reason, justice, and civilization.”  115
Defining Terrorism 
 To date there is no standard definition for what constitutes a ‘terrorist’, therefore there is 
much room for interpretation. The problem, I believe is the common phrase “one man’s terrorist 
is another man’s freedom fighter.”  Japanese Americans were neither a freedom fight nor 116
terrorist— they were only seen as one from the years of distrust of Asians. While Uyghurs 
separatist groups in recent years have had some incidents, does not make their whole population 
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‘terrorist’. Uyghur separatist are a threat to their government, therefore as a whole is considered 
a terrorist organization, or legally defines them as such, so they can act outside the bounds of 
usual human right provisions. Governments legally make the distinction depending on what fits 
their agenda.  
 Terrorism as an idea has and always be will an ever changing constant, therefore, cannot 
have one perfect definition. The term has been interpreted differently depending on the time and 
which group or state is defining it. The definition changes throughout time, almost as a form of 
theater that keeps adapting to its new environment.  
 Critical terrorism studies (CTS), founded a series of powerful critiques of orthodox 
terrorism studies. Exemplifying that terrorism is not a new phenomenon,1 “terrorism is 
fundamentally a social fact rather than a brute fact; just as ‘races’ do not exist but classification 
of human- kind does, the same principle can be applied to the notion that ‘terrorism’ does not 
exist but classification of different forms of political violence." According to their definition 
anyone can be a ‘terrorist’ under certain circumstances. Therefore, CTS refuses to define 
‘terrorism’ either in ways that delegitimize some actors while simultaneously according the 
mantle of legitimate violence to others or that legitimates violence simply because of a particular 
circumstance. Terrorism is in fact a strategy and tactic of political violence either employed by 
both state and non-state actor during times of peace or war.  117
 Bruce Hoffman, an American specialist on terrorism defines it as:  
“(1)ineluctably political in aims and motives”; (2) “violent—or, equally important, threatens 
violence”; (3) “designed to have far- reaching psychological repercussions beyond the immediate 
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victim or target”; (4) “conducted by an organization”; (5) “perpetrated by a subnational group or 
non-state entity.”   118
 Hoffman’s analysis allows citizens, like the Japanese Americans and Uyghurs, to fit 
under a terrorist definition by not involving targeting of ‘non-combatants’ even though many 
authors have included it into their criteria. Important since terrorism studies actually provide an 
authoritative judgment about who may legitimately be killed, rendered or incarcerated by the 
state in the name of counter terrorism. His definition only encompasses groups or organizations 
and not people who are acting individually, as in for their own agenda. Individuals acting as a 
‘lone-wolf’ under the name of freedom for their people still doesn’t subject the whole 
community as ‘terrorist’.  
 Many terrorist scholars have expressed their dismay for the traditional dictionary 
definition because it offers little to no help in clarifying what a terrorist act or organization 
actually is/means. For instance, the Oxford English Dictionary, outlines it as “the unlawful use of 
violence and intimidation, especially against civilians, in the pursuit of political aims” . While 119
differs the U.S. Code of Federal Regulations, whom defines terrorism with more detail as "the 
unlawful use of force and violence against persons or property to intimidate or coerce a 
government, the civilian population, or any segment thereof, in furtherance of political or social 
objectives." Although the US government has a definition for “terrorism," as stated above, there 
is actually no “standard” definition that fits all violent attacks on people or institutions- not one 
definition that fits all different forms of terrorism.  
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 Though officially Japanese Americans were not called called “terrorist,” particularly as 
the designation was not a part of the vernacular,  the “fear of sabotage, of espionage, of fifth 
column activity”  as carried out by them was enough for the American to classify them as such 120
has such a designation existed. Since fifth column activity was defined as that which was carried 
out by “a group of people residing in a given country who work to actively support a wartime 
enemy of that country from within by engaging in espionage or sabotage or who engage in such 
activities in anticipation of war."  The labeling of Japanese Americans as a fifth column can 121
then be said to have greatly contributed to their incarceration.  
 While China has manipulated the public’ consciousness into associating the words 
“Islam," “Muslim” or “Uyghur” with “terrorist,” there were some controversial provisions, as 
China revised its definition of who and what actions would be considered ‘terrorism’. Their legal 
definition as it is leaves these activities rather open-ended and vague . According to a published 122
draft of “Counter- Terrorism Law," as seen in article 104, defining terrorism as “any thought, 
speech, or activity that, by means of violence, sabotage, or threat, aims to generate social panic, 
influence national policy-making, create ethnic hatred, subvert state power, or split the state.”  123
Within this definition could be included anyone who is advocating for political change and could 
include  human right campaigns. International bodies have urged the removal specifically of 
‘thought’ forgetting the fact that ‘activity’ could mean anything at all. Peaceful dissent or even 
criticism has become illegal, and no one or no thought can be considered safe.  
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 The Chinese definition of ‘terrorism’ is too intertwined with the idea of “religious 
extremism.” Being vaguely defined by“distorting or attacking state policies, laws, and 
administrative regulations,” “using ethnicity or religion to … interfere in production or 
management,” and “forcing minors to take part in religious activities," as well clauses that are up 
for interpretation such as “other conducts that disrupt the implementation of state policy, laws, 
administrative rules and regulations.”  No wonder every single Uyghur has been either 124
detained or been assigned a guardian, under these vague laws sneezing could land you in ‘camp’.  
 If a nation wants their people to believe in a system that does not serve them then it 
would need to use a specific vocabulary that unconsciously leads the people to believe one way. 
Thus, one could argue that “the capitalist class system is upheld not simply by unequal economic 
and political power but, by the hegemony- ideological domination- of bourgeois ideas and 
theories”  that shape a reality of who is what. Language frames the discourse under which 125
some groups will operate.  
   
Violence  
 Violence has many forms of expression, representing a wide range of interpretations and 
variants, there is no universal definition of violence. Putting aside the common assumption that 
violence can only be categorized when force is executed. Roger Thornton's, theory on violence 
being temporal can be applied in a multitude of levels with in this framework.  
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 His perception of structural violence as he refers it to; acts of violence that have been 
accepted as being necessary for the maintenance of the overall established pattern or organization 
of society. This form of violence is used to protect and reinforce the hierarchical patterns of 
society, which determine the power relationships across all spectrums of society. The 
maintenance of structural violence is so important that it is rationalized and protected both 
physically (by the military and police) and psychologically (by dominating political ideology and 
philosophy).  Therefore, in this context violence can be defined as a violation of human rights 126
by someone in authority or the implementation of policies that work against certain groups by 
violating their fundamental human rights.  (changed and “justified” because of the heightened 127
sense of being at “war”). 
 The Universal Declaration of Human rights recognizes “violence” as a violation to the 
rights to life, liberty autonomy and security of the person; equality and non-discrimination; to be 
free from torture and cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment or punishment; to property; to 
privacy, and the right to the highest attainable standard of health.  128
 America and China, by physically putting their citizens into concentration ‘camps’, 
controlling the media, and reinforcing the perceptions that the ‘others’ are “not-human” creates a 
disturbance in social relations and according to Thornton falls under the theme of violence. 
 With the historical racial biases embedded in both narratives, the violation of their human 
rights shaped by it, should come as no surprise. But because violence is a product of temporal 
“peculiarity”- In that moment the violation can’t be traced back to its origin. Examples, (1) it 
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wasn’t till the mid-1970s historians began to recognize America’s worst wartime mistake was 
instead a logical result of centuries of American racism. (2) Media only talks about the Chinese 
‘camps’ as it being the first time China has used this form of control, even though it was 
persistent since the 30s . Further proving Thornton’s claim that violence is only ‘visible’ after 129
the fact.  Who knows if China will ever legitimately recognize their violence.  130
 This violence is caused by Xenophobia of the ‘other’ while both cases the governments 
are in fear of the ‘unknown’ that would be executed by the ‘other’, who is only ‘othered’ as they 
are unfamiliar. Thornton’s theory can also be applied to both FDR’s risk and probability gamble 
of Japanese Americans uniting and exciting the “next-attack” and China’s same gamble with the 
separatist movement in Xinjiang. Sticking to the paradox of predictability, “peculiar temporality 
of violence,” — violence being statistically probable but fundamentally unpredictable.   131
 Yet, governments still attempt to “know the unknowable” and to “think of the 
unthinkable” or even “expect the unexpected”; In this context, preemption, precaution, 
preparedness, and resilience have all been described as privileged practices to make unexpected 
future events palpable and governable. After Pearl Harbor, the idea of the “next attack” is 
characterized as the worst case scenario or that which would radically disrupt the present. 
Imagination of the unthinkable is how counter-security both cases have shaped their policies.   132
 There is no possible way to know the future but countries attempt to be one step ahead of 
the future by calculation of studying the past, imagining multiple scenarios, and practicing 
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security drills . Security, I would argue has always been about anticipating your enemy and the 133
need for certainty. When the stakes are so high, the “necessary” steps must be followed; 1) 
percussion - identity the threat, 2) pre-emption - attempts to deal with the “threat” before it 
materializes, and lastly 3) preparedness - how to deal with this threat. Both nations followed 
these steps in ignorance of whom they considered to be the enemy, putting their own people in 
concentration ‘camps’ as a preemptive action, became one of both cases’ most egregious civil 
rights violation to date. 
 “Claiming that preparedness exercises map the future in spatial terms, we argue that these 
practices enact a withdrawal of time, as the uncertainty of the future event is displaced on the 
management of space. The separation of space and time implies that actions are not focused on 
understanding the conditions of possibility of the disruptive event but on the management of 
spaces and behavior that are considered out of place.”  I argue that both FDR and Xi Jinping’s 134
preparedness practices enact a withdrawal of time, the uncertainty of the “next attack” as a future 
event is displaced on the management of space, therefore by putting those they consider to be the 
‘other’ into ‘camps’ did they in actuality “prevent” them from attacking their nations? 
 The attempt to assume the future to secure the present only creates too much focus on 
what has not yet happened or may not ever happen and ignores the violations of humans rights- 
racial profiling then emerges from this attempt to control the “unknowable” since the idea of the 
future can only be deigned by past events (Pearl Harbor). Today, debates such as this still persist- 
as in, if America or now China should stop the prevention prosecution of terrorists? Attempting 
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to be a set ahead of a future that can never be certain. Temporality of preemptive security creates 
a withdrawal from time, where temporal uncertainty of future events are displaced on the 
management of space- China views the Uyghurs through an Islamophobia lens, determining thus 
that at an uncertain point in the future all will turn into terrorists. Thereby justifying the act 
of,putting them into ‘camps’ in order to control the future. 
 By stretching the definition of ‘terrorist’, China is and America was able to act between 
the lines of the law and legally suspending the rights of their ‘others’. Human Rights Watch 
stated, “Chinese courts convicted 1,419 people for threatening state security, inciting 
‘spilttism ,’ and taking part in terrorism.”  But the Chinese courts were unclear the actual 135 136
number of people who were convicted of ‘terrorism’ nor specifics of what kind of offense .  137
 Hateful sentiments rooted in xenophobia get pried out by the influence of wars. Even if 
one is bodily and spatially removed from the battlefield, war still effects an emotional 
response.  Making one physically feel the tragedies of war and create an internal need to help 138
anyway one can. The easiest way, punish those who remind one of the enemy .  139
 “Racism and [Islamophobia] manifest themselves, not across national boundaries, but 
within them. In other words, they justify not so much foreign wars as domestic repression and 
domination."  Since Japanese Americans looked like the enemy of World War II and Uyghurs 140
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practice the same religion the ‘war on terror’ is tethered too, they are not seen as civilians but as 
combatants who can justifiably be made into casualties of war. 
   
Propaganda  
 “Max weber (1991), who famously argued that military force is the raison d’être 
of the modern state, recognized war and military violence as profoundly social activities. 
He was aware that war makes states, societies, and individuals just as much as states- 
but also societies and individuals- make war Michel Foucault similar highlighted how 
the very notice of right, peace, and the law ‘were born in the blood and mud of battles’ 
and that war is not confined to the battlefield for this very reason.”  141
  Just like the lazy Americans who only listen to the news outlet that will shape their 
perception of the world and not realizing their privilege to have the option of fact checking. The 
Chinese government regulated news media is the main and for some the only, outlet for 
information. Where the Chinese people gain a state sponsored understanding of Islam and 
Muslims and further ignorance about the people of Xinjiang is able to be propagated. “China's 
propaganda machine has been using their traditional methods, fomenting ethnic hatred, 
demonizing the Uighur image, depicting Uighur resistance as international terrorism, and 
 "War, Identity and the Liberal State: Everyday Experiences of the Geopolitical in the Armed Forces, 1st Edition (Hardback) - 141
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convincing the international community in many ways.”  But how china penetrates propaganda 142
on Islamophobia is still very under-researched being one of the world’s most difficult media 
environments with limited or non-existent access to investigators.  
 China has always been smart with its censorship of media; journalists and Uyghur 
intellectuals have been navigating China’s restriction for decades, knowing if they crossed a 
certain line they would be jailed. The use of certain images and vernaculars, perpetuate 
stereotypes, ‘allowing’ the audience to then choose the image they relate to the most, furthering 
the relationship towards said ‘imagined community’  That line became more blurred making 143
the targeting of Uyghur intellectuals easier. Most of whom have been working for the state for 
three to four decades, are now being accused of being “two-faced”  by “promoting separatism." 144
In the last couple years, the former director of the Xinjiang Education Supervision Bureau, the 
former president of Xinjiang University and many other Uighur professors and scholars have 
been detained under such accusations. Even though they have offered a moderate path, where 
Uyghurs could maintain religious and cultural practices without turning to extreme and 
isolationist ideas, china sees these hypothetical comprises as trying to hinder their efforts of 
rewiring and steer Uyghurs closer to ‘religious extremism’ .  145
 Even scholars who are in support of the Party, like Mr. Jalaleddin who participated in a 
government led campaign to get Uyghurs to write open letters declaring their allegiance to the 
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PRC. He too has been detained, January 2018.  One of his school friends stated “So many 146
moderate intellectuals have been detained now.” Rachel Harris said. “I don’t know how else to 
understand this, except as a deliberate policy to deprive Uyghurs of their cultural memory.”  147
There are religious affairs officials like Maisumujiang Maimuer who support Harris’s claim by 
stating: “Break their lineage, break their roots, break their connections and break their origins. 
Completely shovel up the roots of ‘two-faced people,’ dig them out and vow to right these two-
face people until the end.”   148
 China does not care for a moderate path anymore, this ‘last solution’ of re-education 
‘camps' to prevent any need for a separatist movement. By getting et rid of the intellectuals, 
government can  get rid of truth and history, and without these two bases there can be no identity 
to remember other than what the government has constructed. 
 This makes it clear that China is trying to erase Uyghur Culture. By detaining Uyghur 
intellectuals, China is able to control education, how this time today or the story of Uyghurs of 
yesterday will be written and remembered. They are also the ones in higher positions, holding the 
communities together. Just as Proclamation 2525 by FDR, to weaken the ‘other’ communities by 
going after the most “dangerous” first. Beijing believes that China can only reach its full 
potential once there are no more minorities and their culture and ethnic identities will disappear 
with them. 
 The illusion of war is kept alive through the media— I stress the word illusion since both 
cases claim to be at war but neither are bound territorially to the war they claim to be fighting. 
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Since, all human concept of war is framed through imagery/text/discourse that is open to the 
public— the power of an image to gain sympathy.  
 “Every time the Japs over there for something bad, we over here (who have nothing to do 
with it— and who don’t like it any more than anyone else) get it in the neck. Phooey!”   The 149
images then define and solidify Japanese heritage as dangerous, only loyal to the  
Empire of Japan since all have a “herd like mentality."  150
  The subject then is produced and re-produced through the chosen images: Who is the 
enemy? Who is the external threat? Here in both cases a very aggressive affirmation was made 
about the ‘other’ — a certain idea of the ‘other’ subjectivity, amounting to a national self 
comprehension  — naturally making it ok to subjugated the ‘other' as less than human.  151
Appeal for Recognition 
 How then does one get recognized as a life at all. The media makes it nearly impossible 
for the lives of the ‘other’ to be regarded as anything more than an enemy. “Instead, ‘there is a 
life that will never have been lived,’ sustained by no regard, no testimony, and ungrieved when 
lost.” 
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 The ‘other’ ceases to exist wheneven if the humans’ 5 senses show them to be human, the 
disregard of the ‘other’s’ life is parallel to the view of animals. For a life to be regarded as 
valuable, said life must first be regarded as grievable . 152
 Since human bodies are fundamentally “vulnerable”   to destruction, humans are 153
conditioned into being fearful of others who don’t belong to their imagined community. The 
norms that are preached in media determines whether or not the ‘other’ will be grievable.  The 154
‘other’ being perpetrated in media as “uncomfortable terrorists” sets them outside the imagined 
community, leaving their lives ungrievable . The continuation of “un-grievabilty” by the people 155
made it impossible for certain living being to be seen as “living” and thereby exposed as being 
“non-life" from the start.   156
 Due to the particular frames of the “us” and “them” narrative, are developed through 
societal norms of the ‘other’, and in these cases framed as “barbaric” and  “uncomfortable” to 
American and Chinese norms. Thus, when killed or detained they “are not quite human, and not 
quite alive… [society does] not feel the same horror and outrage over the loss of their lives as 
[society does] towards those who bear the same national or religious similarities to [their] 
own” . In some sense they are “socially dead”  or already “lost”  meaning from the start of 157 158 159
said campaign of dehumanization the ‘other’ though alive is already considered dead.  
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  In America, office of censorship and the BPR helped coordinate this illusion by 
reviewing all photographs that would send a dual message to the public proving the inmates were 
confined securely enough to make sure they were no threat to American society and to show they 
were not being mistreated.  Cameras were among the items Japanese Americans were required 160
to give over to the authorities. The government saw the formerly innocuous camera as a 
suspicious instrument of wartime espionage. 
 The Chinese government carefully advocated harmony among different ethnic groups 
(minority groups) to avoid negative or controversial messages which might provoke contestation. 
In the new age of technology, China has been imposing regulations on the internet, publishing, 
and other new medias. It is hard to know without full access what is currently actually happening 
within its territory. 
 Both nations enacted censorship so that the public would know that the “dangerous” 
person is being taken care of in a humane fashion. “limit the power of an image in this instance 
also sought to limit the power of affect."   The U.S. government wouldn’t let evidence of this 161
“un-American” practice be freely disseminated while China does not want to give the UN and 
other international bodies more evidence to shut down the 'camps'; Both knowing full well it 
could switch the opinions of their ‘free’ citizens thereby creating unrest.  
 95% of the U.S. doesn’t have any material connection to war . This illusion of being 162
part of a war is created by a first person narrative. To the disadvantage to the audience, America 
and China are writing entirely from a single person’s point of view. Society then can only 
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experience the war through the eyes of those in control. The nations are then interpreting the 
thoughts and feelings of the prisoners and their actions which are not mediatized to avoid 
negatively influencing public opinion. 
 Overall, the misrepresentation of the Japanese in media and of Islam in global media at 
the very least accentuating the fear of the rise of the yellow peril and Islamophobia. Helping both 
nations execute their plans smoothy. The Nations’ media adopting each of their definitions of the 
‘other’ as a random “negative attitude or emotion directed” at the ‘other.’ For “fear is the root of 
prejudice against the [‘other’], and when it is extended and stoked by stereotypes, it leads to 
discrimination and racism.” 
 Ignorance is the origin of fear of the unknown, the foreign ‘other’, being misrepresented 
is a form a human violation—their agency castrated. In this day in an age, post 9/11, the 
Uyghurs, being muslim are seen as being “terrorists.” This is not new phenomenon while during 
post Pearl Harbor, being Japanese also meant being a terrorist. 
 Being labeled as such comes with intense implications, as it is used as a political tool to 
indoctrinate the public into believing said ‘other’ group is dangerous and deserves the treatment 
it receives. For, without the label the general public would see the ‘other’ as a grievable life, 
opposing the governments actions and could thereby end the incarcerations. That is the primary 
reason the government needs the public to feel the effects of war. For without the publics’ 
support there can be no war to be fought. Thus, by actively controlling the media, officials are 
able to overrepresent the ‘other’ as a “terrorist”, reifying the government’s ignoble acts.  
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 News about any type of “terrorist” activity inside and outside the boundaries of the nation, 
only increase prejudiced attitudes towards the outgroup making the remainder of the citizenry 
more willing to cooperate; ostensibly for their own protection.  
 After the Xinjiang riots of 2009 any and all unrest began to be labeled as being the fault of 
the Uyghurs. The media outlets reaffirmed to the public that the iron fist of oppression is 
justified, while also linking global anti terrorist efforts to local politics, further amplifying 
legitimacy of the justifications. 
  L.R. Luquio and F. Yang, did a study of the anti-uighur narrative and its association to 
terrorism. They analyzed one state media outlet in china, CCTV.com, “the official website of 
Chinese Central Television." Searching for keywords like ‘Islam’, ‘Muslim’ and ‘Xinjiang’ and 
through the use of questionnaires, they compiled instances of these words written or used in a 
negative tone≥. Although they  expressed hardship in getting true results because of the 
“simplified reporting and lack of useful and accurate information”, found success through the 
questionnaires revealing that a high percentage of Chinese Muslims believed the media 
inadequately represents the religion with which they identify. 
 The Chinese government’s goal is to cast the illusion that the nation though diverse is a 
unified and harmonious society. As such, there is very limited coverage of ethnic groups and 
religious issues in the media. ‘Religion is the opium of the people’ a phrase coined by Karl Marx 
in 1843, meaning that organized religion can be harmful as it numbs and blinds a person from 
seeing reality. “An idea that has been propagandized” by the Chinese media and education 
system for decades and in theory, making people further uninformed about the concept religion, 
thereby making the Uyghur“unrecognized” as humans. Yet the same could be said of the Chinese 
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governments propaganda efforts which in effect ‘stupefy’ those being manipulated against the 
Uyghurs. 
 The racial cues in news stories only trigger stereotyped responses, punishing only the 
people who look like the enemy.  
“The terms by which we are recognized as human are socially articulated and 
changeable. And sometimes the very terms that confer “humanness” on some individuals 
are those that deprive certain other individuals of the possibility of achieving that status, 
producing a differential between the human and the less than human. These norms have 
far-reaching consequences for how we understand the model of the human entitled to 
rights or included in the participatory sphere of political deliberation”  163
 Butler examines recognition vis a vis intelligible. When “subjects are constructed through 
[stereotypical] norms, which in their reiteration, produce and shift the terms through which 
subjects are recognized” .  Judith Butler, argues, through this citation of norms (which i argue 164
to be constructed by the ‘the majority’, the ‘one’ becomes “viable” and the body is then qualified 
for life within "the domain of cultural intelligibility.”  This is not merely a matter of social 165
regulation, but involves a psychological process defining who is qualified for life. 
 The schema of recognition is determined from the social domain of the “imagined 
community” where the ‘other’ has been excluded, exemplified through the matrix of 
intelligibility through laws or by media. While the recognition in laws serves as a source of 
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power that is able to denounce humans based on the classifications the government has put on 
them—exclusionary laws exemplified by the U.S or non-recognition of  the indigenous by the 
Chinese — framing the ‘other’ as un-worthy lives. 
 The media as a source of news therefore is a form of education, propagating stereotypes 
socially constructed where “subjects are constituted through norms which, in their reiteration 
produce and shift the terms through which subjects are recognized ”  , the over 166
misrepresentation of the ‘other’ in both cases encapsulates them into categories set by the falsely 
constructed identifications through a xenophobic narrative. As a result, the ‘other’ gains no 
recognition of legitimacy. The lack of legitimacy keeps the ‘other’ from becoming a norm— they 
are seen as outside any acceptable norm and pushed further outside the imagined bounds of their 
imagined community. 
 At the most simplistic level, the media is designed to dehumanize the ‘other’, creating a 
larger chasm between ‘us’ and ‘them’ essentially perceived as unbridgeable.  167
 The way humans are capable of being recognized in our culture is through regular 
positive exposure. Americans learn much about European history, and Europe then does not 
seem to be a world away, while the existence of the ‘other’ is never properly taught or reinforced 
to the public in the same light, further distancing the ‘other’ from obtaining a category in the 
normative discourse.  
 The dependance of fitting among the social landscape involves operating under a 
mutually exclusive binary; ’us’ or ‘them’. The fact there can be no identity unless comparable to 
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another does not mean one cannot grieve for one another. Though normative discourse creates 
the identity of each where one seeks recognition and to be reasoned intelligibly as one conforms 
to those normative discourses. Expanding further my claim regarding the upmost importance of 
education. Thus executed properly, education erases the various stereotypes differentiating the 
‘other’ and without the ability to draw comparisons, the binary of difference disappears as well. 
 The nations then define humanness by the production of what the nation sees as tradition. 
In American’s case that to be “white is right” or for China, “Han is right." Similarly, the nations’ 
morphological policies that define humanness in terms of certain ideas about what a citizen 
should look like. Producing a situation where anyone outside the framework is designated the 
‘other’, who therefore is considered to be a threat to said traditions.Consequently these “others” 
will then not be considered as lives at all, but only as a threat to life and the very existence of the 
nation(s). 
 Butler reminds us that any regulatory ideal of humanness produces exclusions - how then 
does one refer to these beings that appear human but are not? The history of oppression in both 
cases preceded the creation of the ‘camps', producing a clear distinction of human or non-
human.  168
   
Concentration 'Camps'  
 A concentration ‘camp' is a place where people are imprisoned “not because of any 
crimes they committed, but simply because of who they are.” According to the encyclopedia, the 
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term refers to a ‘camp' which people are destined or confined, usually under harsh conditions and 
without regard to legal norms of arrest and imprisonment that are acceptable in a constitutional 
democracy." This defines exactly what happened to Japanese Americans in 1942 when the people 
in power removed a minority group from the general population and the rest of society let it 
happen.   169
 In 1942 the U.S., determined that “citizens of a country with which the U.S. is at war” 
who are “identified aliens” that are “considered to be a threat to national security” will be 
“imprisoned” in 'camps' by the Department of Justice.  When referred to as an internment 170
‘camp' or to use a softer term relocation ‘camp', the cruelty which took place of uprooting and 
isolating Japanese Americans against their will becomes diminished.  
 China has come up with strategies to re-educate these “infect” people and save their 
souls. The government has build around 180  Orwellian ‘camps’ where they have detained over 171
one million. But it has been proven very difficult to actually know what is going on in these 
‘camps'. But the ones that have been able to escape have stated they are incurred physical and 
mental torture.  
 A Human rights watch report in 2018 uses the term “political education ‘camps’"  only 172
to refer to those facilities in which people are barred from going home for days, months, or 
years; it does not include other forms of forced political indoctrination programs Which this 
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paper will not focus on. But in reality it is a concentration ‘camp' that could evolve into 
something much worse. 
  Uyghurs and other minorities without criminal charges of any sort. In these “political 
education ‘camps’ people are forced to learn mandarine, study Xi Jinping thought, ….. “Guided 
by the overall goal of social stability and long-term stability, and strive to build a socialist 
Xinjiang with Chinese characteristics.”  173
 Civilians become obsessed with the perception of the ‘other’ uniqueness and nature of 
evil.  Pearl Harbor and the global ‘war on terror’ movement, only gives the government 174
justification for oppression against the ‘other’. Many people don’t understand or care why these 
‘camps’ were an outright human right violation. Nor how the use of terminology that obfuscates 
the truth designs how history will be perceived. Even a simple change of words has a huge effect 
on the humans psyche of how certain event is perceived.  
 In her memorandum submitted to the Commission on Wartime Relocation and Internment 
of Civilians (CWRIC) in 1981, Aiko Herzig-Yoshinaga, herself an internee called her work: “a 
position statement supporting the need to discuss, study and identify terms that will help us 
expunge euphemisms and support the use of accurate terminology regarding the incarceration of 
Nikkei people into American concentration ‘camps’ during World War II.”   175
Her memo titled Words Can Lie or Clarify: Terminology of the World War II Incarceration of 
Japanese Americans began with this summary of her findings: 
 Chinanews, zhongxin.com, Chen National: Focus on promoting social stability and long-term stability in Xinjiang, 2017173
 Erenberg, Lewis A., and Susan E Hirsch. The War in American Culture : Society and Consciousness during World War II. 174
Page 169
 Herzig-Yoshinaga, Aiko. Words Can Lie or Clarify, “Work in Progress: Terminology – WW II exclusion/incarceration of West 175
Coast Japanese-Americans.” Copyright 2009 
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A search of archival documents reveals that most government authorities, Congressional 
officials, as well as the public at large, referred to the 1942-46 “relocation centers” as 
concentration ‘camp’. The following are examples which show that there was no 
question that high government officers, and even President Roosevelt himself, 
considered them as concentration ‘camps’ [emphasis author]. 
Assimilation 
 Singing a national anthem does not seem like a big deal but as Anderson points out, “no 
matter how banal the words and mediocre the tunes, there is in this singing an experience of 
simultaneity. At precisely such moments, people wholly unknown to each other utter the same 
verses to the same melody. The image: unisonance, for the echoed physical realization of the 
imagined community…. Nothing connects us all but imagined sound.”  Something about 176
singing in unison to the same song that echoes a sense of community and pride f and for your 
nation has been proven to bring comradery and seen as a sort of nationalism and patriotism. 
 Uyghur identity can be understood to be primarily ethnolinguistic, reasoning for the 
forced Mandarin education, is for the same reasons Joseph II, the Holy Roman Emperor, 
switched the language of state from Latin to German in the 1780’s , and “were not led in their 177
efforts by any nationalistic point of view, but their measures were discoed by the intent of 
unification and universalism of their empire."  The 're-educational ‘camps' of China can be 178
 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities, 145176
 Ibid, 84177
 Ibid, 84178
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seen in the same light. Since the 1990s, the Chinese government has pushed for what it 
euphemistically calls “bilingual education” , but in reality is the attempt to prioritize Mandarin 179
while marginalizing the Uyghur language.  
 “Human beings…are very much at the mercy of the particular language which has 
become the medium of expression for their society … The fact of the matter is that the ‘real 
world’ is to a large extent unconsciously built up on the language habits of the group.”  180
Essentially killing the Uyghur identity by forcing them to forget their language.  
 China has been trying to unify Xinjiang and universalize their empire so Uyghurs would 
have no reason to want to be independent. China’s old tactics failed and now their only option 
they see fit is unification throw assimilation, assimilation throw becoming nationalistic. 
 Language, according to Anderson, enabled a mutually unified form of communication 
soon adopted by regimes, thus setting the ground for the appearance of a new form of imagined 
communities - nationalism. Anderson example of the unification of norther and southern France, 
can be applied to what China is attempting to today. If someone in the north of modern day 
Xinjiang and someone in the South could converse easily, read the same books, same news 
outlet, abide by the same laws, answer to the same courts and eventually serve in the same army 
against people whose language they cannot understand, they begin to understand themselves as 
brethren, being part of the community which is still, imagined. The nation being "conceived in 
language, not in blood, one could be “invited into” the imagined community.”     181
 Human Rights Watch, www.hrw.org/report/2018/09/09/eradicating-ideological-viruses/chinas-campaign-repression-against-179
xinjiangs.
 Sapir, 1929, cited in Mandlebaum, 1958, p. 162) page 21.  Lê, Quynh, and Thao Lê. Linguistic Diversity and Cultural Identity: 180
A Global Perspective, Nova Science Publishers, Incorporated, 2011
 Anderson, 145181
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 Though the question of Japanese American and Uyghur assimilation which led  led to 
their incarceration are similar but the resulting ‘answers’ are remarkably different.  The Japanese 
American were put into ‘camps' since the ignorance of the American government only saw the 
color of their skin as a ‘primordial’ allegiance to Japan. The descriptors of “yellow peril’ 
stereotypes, the “agitation attacked a number of ethnic Japanese cultural traits or patterns which 
were woven into a bogus theory that the ethnic Japanese could not or would not assimilate or 
become ‘American.’"   182
 This “bogus theory” is not specified but could be associated back to primordialism, since 
during World War II that was the dominate theory, as it “argues that implanted ethnic identity 
through kinship persists even when assimilation progresses (Glazer and Moynihan 1975).”  183
Although incorrect by today’s standards, if looked at through the lens of the time appeals to the 
notion that Japanese Americans would never assimilate. 
 China is forcing assimilation onto the Uyghurs by claiming to be ridding them of any 
“extremist” thoughts. Denying all claims of holding people against their will since they claim  
everyone who comes and goes in the ‘camps' do so “voluntarily” since it is a “vocational training 
facility," designed to provide job training and get rid of “extremist” tendencies.  Even though, 184
they are not allowed to leave the ‘camp' until one has learned 1000 Chinese characters or have 
been deemed to have become a “loyal” Chinese subject.   185
 Report of the Commission on Wartime Relocation and Internment of Civilians, Personal Justice Denied. Part 1 page 4182
 Matsuo, Hisako. “Identificational Assimilation of Japanese Americans: A Reassessment of Primordialism and 183
Circumstantialism”. Sociological Perspectives, Vol. 35, No. 3 (Autumn, 1992), pp. 505-523 (page 506)
Chao, Steve. “Exposed: China's Surveillance of Muslim Uighurs.” | Al Jazeera, Al Jazeera, 1 Feb. 2019, www.aljazeera.com/184
blogs/asia/2019/01/exposed-china-surveillance-muslim-uighurs-190130011449217.html.
 Human Rights Watch, www.hrw.org/report/2018/09/09/eradicating-ideological-viruses/chinas-campaign-repression-against-185
xinjiangs.
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 It could be said, as messed up as it is, that the Japanese American ‘camps' rushed the 
desire to “assimilate” so the American government would never see them as “untrustworthy” 
individuals ever again. An unintentional result China could be hoping to replicate… 
 Japanese Americans residing in military zones 1 and 2 on the west coast were curtailed 
by a strict 8:00pm to 6:00 am curfew, and a travel restriction prohibiting movement beyond a 5-
mile radius from their homes . And that “at all other times all such persons shall only be at their 186
place of residence or employment or traveling between those places or within a distance of not 
more than five miles from their place of residence.”   187
 These restrictions are not dissimilar to China’s orders to the residents of Xinjiang 
demanding they surrender their passports to the police  in order to completely control their 188
movement to and from the region. Attempts, to leave the country will result in being forbidden 
from ever leaving. If one wishes to travel abroad, one must go through the local authorities for 
permission; all in an effort to restrict and control the movement of the Uyghur population. 
 Sophie Richardson, China Director for Human Rights Watch, stated “authorities have 
given no credible reason for taking away people’s passports, violating their right to freedom of 
movement. Doing so across an entire region is a form of collective punishment and fuels 
resentment toward the government in a region where tensions are high.”  This notion of 189
collective punishment was also practiced by the American government after the attack on Pearl 
 A Brief History Of Japanese American Relocation During World War Ii (u.s. National Park Service) https://www.nps.gov/186
articles/historyinternment.htm 
 Ibid187
 October 2016188
 Human Rights Watch, China: Passports Arbitrarily Recalled in Xinjiang, 2016-11-21189
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Harbor towards the Japanese people for a ‘crime’ nothing more egregious than looking like the 
enemy. 
  
Camp Life 
 The biggest difference between the two cases is not in the technological advances which 
have been made between the time of Japanese American incarcerations and now of the Uyghurs 
but the actual fundamental events taking place within the ‘camps'. My great-aunt, Keiko, 
experienced the authorities trying to make her life as “normal” as possible at the Rohwer 
Relocation Center, not “re-educate” her. 
  For a family of 13 they had three army barracks and the toilets, showers and facilities for 
washing clothes were separate in a central building. They had three meals a day, whenever they 
heard  the bell ring to meet in the “mess hall.” 
 The kids attended classes and the teachers were recruited from various places. Their 
curriculum was supposed to be modeled after schools outside the ‘camp'. Sometimes they had 
teachers who were trained and others only relied on the answer book to teach them. They had 
typing classes with “cardboard cut-out of the keys of a typewriter” which only goes to show how 
much education actually mattered to the U.S. government. 
 Life was “normal," Keiko rarely interacted with the guards, in fact, she does not 
remember if they often left their posts but she recalls being aware of their presence. She recalls 
the guards as respectful and ver helpful when she and her mother had to visit a sick relative in 
Jerome, another nearby ‘camp' in Arkansas. She and her sister, Masako, became aides to the two 
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English teachers who were, as she told me, “young and attractive”, who took them to dinner and 
a movie in a nearby town— with permission of course and GI guards as chauffeurs.   
 While life in the Chinese ‘camps’ are still censored, and most people too scared to speak 
about their own time or that of someone they knowin the ‘camp’. There are people in exile who 
have managed to get out of Xinjiang spreading stories in an attempt for recognition  
 A teacher and writer, Abduweli Ayup  was detained for 15 months in three different 190
facilities in Urumqi, Xinjiang. He speaks about the violence he endured during his time there:  
They stripped me of my clothes, slapped my buttocks and then they abused me... more 
than 20 Chinese guys. The next day, police asked me, 'One day, if you guys are in power, 
what will you do to us?' I said, 'Look, I'm a human being, I'm not an animal like you.   191
  
 His story however similar to others  differs from those experienced during Executive 192
Order 9066. Being as no official stories of physical coercion during that time, if there is I 
apologize for not doing better research as  such but for now it can be said to have been nothing 
comparble to the unspeakable rape Ayup endured as a political tool to delegitimize his agency , 193
to make him feel subhuman, a tool to preserve the idea into him— that he is nothing until the 
government says he is but in the meantime he is what the government labels him, a “terrorist.” 
 For more information about his case please visit https://uyghuramerican.org/article/sentencing-uyghur-linguist-abduweli-190
ayup-politically-motivated-and-highlights-chinese
 Chao, Al Jazeera, Al Jazeera, 1 Feb. 2019191
 I was not able to rightfully do justice to the victims like Ayup nor expand on the other horrible acts being committed within 192
the walls of the ‘camps’ in China. Please visit the following news site for more information  https://www.rfa.org/english/news/
special/uyghur-detention/ 
 Banwell, Stacy. “Rape and Sexual Violence in the Democratic Republic of Congo: A Case Study of Gender-based Violence” 193
Journal of Gender Studies 32.1 (2012) page 52
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The rape being a form of ‘coercive control’  to get Ayup to admit he is a “terrorist." Ayup was 194
taken into custody for raising money for the Uyghurs’ schools after China made it illegal for 
children to be taught the Uyghur Language since he knows by limiting their language, china is 
limiting the children's association to their heritage, virtually deleting Uyghur from their 
memories. He states “They want Uyghurs to believe the Chinese Communist Party is God.”  195
Something the American government did not impose onto the people in their ‘camps'.  
   
Chapter 4 - Legacy   
“Without grievability, there is no life, or, rather, there is something living that is other 
than life. Instead, "there is a life that will never have been lived," sustained by no regard, 
no testimony, and ungrieved when lost. The apprehension of grievability precedes and 
makes possible the apprehension of precarious life. Grievability precedes and makes 
possible the apprehension of the living being as living, exposed to non-life from the 
start.”   - Judith Butler  196
 For many Japanese Americans like Keiko and her family Post-War, proved to be more 
difficult than life in the ‘camps'. Re-integrating into a more “normal” life after being away for 3 
years was hard for most. The stereotypes that were created of the Japanese Americans were then 
 Pain, Rachel. “Everyday Terrorism” Progress in Human Geography page 536194
 Chao, Steve. “Exposed: China's Surveillance of Muslim Uighurs.195
  Butler,  15196
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seen as proven since they had beenforced into ‘camp’. One example, the landlord who rented the 
land my family farmed had become extremely anti-Japanese, making it very difficult for them to 
find a place to live or work in Lodi, California. Their story though sad, was not uncommon “as 
[other] American Japanese returned to their homes after the war, a few found that their neighbors 
had helped preserve their businesses and farms. Far more were still treated as enemies. Most of 
the evacuees, having lost everything, became residents of shoddy towns, trailer parks, and 
abandoned army barracks”   197
 Because of the sense of hopeless-ness and non-recognition the suicide rates or Japanese 
Americans were four times higher than that of pre-incarcerations times.   The numbers in 198
Xinjiang are still unknown but exiles have commented on witnessing numerous suicides taking 
place within the ‘camps’.   There are also reports of people in high power positions who 199
committed suicide rather than sent to the ‘camps’.  The number can only go up from here, who 200
knows what will be left of Uyghurs. Since the Uyghurs have not been relocated it is hard to 
draws parallels of the material lost, only the sense of hopelessness of eroded identities.  
  
 Infamy, 137197
 Jensen, G. M. (1998). The experience of injustice: Health consequences of the Japanese American internment. Dissertation 198
Abstracts International Section A: Humanities and Social Sciences, 58(7-A), 2718.
 Council on Foreign Relations, www.cfr.org/backgrounder/chinas-crackdown-uighurs-xinjiang.199
 Staff, RFA. “Uyghur Editor of State-Run Magazine Commits Suicide ‘Out of Fear’ of Detention.” Radio Free Asia, Radio 200
Free Asia, 28 Sept. 2018, www.rfa.org/english/news/uyghur/suicide-09282018171559.html.
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Conclusion   
"Orientalism has faded, only to be replaced by fear of Islamism”  - El-Aswad, 2013 201
 In summary, this case study done between events taking place in a liberal democracy and 
a socialist one if that, aims to exemplify the natural occurrence of exclusion within nationalism, 
inevitably leading to human right violations, varying little though 70 years separate their 
occurence.  
 In each case the ‘other’ has a history of regulatory restrictions depriving them of their daily 
llife before their forced time in ‘camp’. The polarities of their incarcerations though may differ, 
paradoxically exhibiting the similarities of nationalism being embraced as a political tool.  
 The Issei Japanese came to America, committed to doing anything in their power to belong, 
were evidently and most cases completely refused the opportunity to do so. While for the 
Uyghurs, a China came to them, forcing them to be a part of a nation not their own and not of 
their own volition. Paradoxically, China can be seen as land grabbing while America attempted 
to stop the Japanese Americans from taking  and owning land. Expelling the people who tried to 
conform into American ideals, while in the process attempting to erase them from the American 
landscape. While China only dreams of Uyghur conformity and their supposed complete 
integration through the erasure of identities ties to Islamic traditions. 
 The imagined community the nations have created through their media platforms, allows 
peoples’ exclusionary sentiments towards one another to be validated. By the repetitive rhetoric 
  Luwei Rose Luqiu & Fan Yang (2018) Islamophobia in China: news coverage, stereotypes, and Chinese Muslims’ 201
perceptions of themselves and Islam, Asian Journal of Communication, 28:6, 598-619, DOI: 10.1080/01292986.2018.1457063 
page 600
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of negative stereotypes giving validity to the government actions of incarceration. Nationalism 
allows the creation of these subjective norms deeming the ‘outsider’ of such imagined 
community as being “lose-able”  , since they are framed in such a way of having been “already 202
lost or forfeited”.  Oftentimes through the violent stereotyping by the media, connecting said 203
imagined community, the ‘outsider’ is casted as “threats to human life”. The community comes to 
know them as such rather than “as living populations in need of protection from illegitimate state 
violence,”  producing a distorted logic of the loss of their lives being necessary for the safety of 204
the “living."  205
 The ‘other’ are not seen as a human at all, but vassels of the Empire like Japan or some 
Islamic terrorist organization. Truly differentiating them as the something less than citizen, less 
than a worthy life.  
 I reemphasize Butler’s point that none of this is “new but bears repeating”  since it seems 206
like nothing has changed in the last 70 years; When one grieves for the ‘other’ they are 
recognizing them as equals—as humans. Without said sympathy for the sufferings of the ‘others', 
theirs lives do not matter not constituting as to be living in the first place. In this sense, because 
of the lack of available information or common education attempts were and are being made on 
Asians or of Muslims equating them to be “socially dead”.  As a result, their mistreatments are 207
not seen as anything more than the effects of natural selection. 
 Frames of War, 31202
 Ibid203
 Frames of War, 31204
 Ibid205
 Ibid,  64206
 Ibid, 42 Orlando Patterson used this term to describe the status of slaves as not being seen as living at all.207
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 If violence is only visible after the fact then it only expands further onto the notion of 
unrecognition which Bulter presents to us. By this I mean, the others’ divisibility is the 
incarcerator’s raison d'être. And since the ‘other’ is not seen in a normative light— education, 
actions, literature… the divisibility creates more violence since humans are naturally scared of 
the unknown.  
 Presidential Historian Robert Dallek, author of, Franklin D. Roosevelt: A Political life, 
raises parallels between the presidencies of FDR and Trump . It might be said that Trump was 208
following in FDR’s footsteps when he issued the Muslim Ban. If Trump had it his way Muslims 
would have been simply incarcerated without a fair trial or due process. 
 I yodel from the top of the highest mountain of the utmost importance of the notion of 
visibility. If the ‘other’ is not seen as anything more than an ‘other’ or talked about in such terms 
how will the Japanese Americans or Muslim Uyghurs ever be able to be seen as the normative 
white European American or Han-Chinese. The kids who are in school today could hold 
powerful jobs tomorrow which shape the narrative of the nation, maybe if Trump was taught any 
other than Anglo-European history or the true atrocities America has committed against their 
own citizens weren’t white-washed, he would not be so racist and rash as to put in the Muslim 
Ban of 2017. An event in many ways mirroring and at the very least evocative of executive order 
9066, both in the name of national security and the fight against ‘terrorism’.  
 This misconception of ‘war’ having a specific point or origin, comes from a long history 
of colonial and mistaken European discourse, thinking of ‘war’ only in binary terms— either one 
is in a time of war or a time of peace — canceling any inequities of one’s previous actions. 
$  NPR, www.npr.org/2018/07/11/627190212/dalleks-fdr-book-invites-comparisons-to-trumps-presidency.208
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Whereby, periodizing the actions carried out by America and China demanding only a beginning 
and an end to their constructed temporal notion of “war” ,I would argue, ignores the prevailing 209
prejudice against the “others" preceded by the medicalized internments. Thus, psychological 
warfare begins between the ‘other(s)’ and said nation(s) before any official ‘time of war’ 
proclamation. For, if the ‘other’ is treated as unworthy and lives during a ‘time of peace’ 
inevitably turning to a ‘time of war’, when are they ever safe.  
 The psychologically destructive, that which demeans, damages, or depersonalizes 
others  clearlybeing a form of violence, leaves and left the Uyghurs and Japanese Americans 210
with no agency or identification. Nations today, with their focuse on the rule of law and human 
rights, in reality are constructed upon a constitutive and permanent state of exception, in which 
no rights are guaranteed . 211
 By reason of constructed legitimacy, those in power are privileged to constitute when a 
“war” begins and ends. Giving them the capacity to write a narrative fitting their agenda. Just as 
China’s shocking readiness to actively join the U.S. post-9/11 ‘war on terror’  comes by no 212
coincidence of coinciding with their Uyghur separatist movement, putting billions of dollars 
China has invested in the pipelines in jeopardy. This shows to even the simplest of minds, the 
power of controlling show historical markers in ‘times of war'.  
 China hides behind the official globalized “war on terror,”  while at the same time 
engineering one of the worst human right violations against its own citizens. While America 
 Barkawi, Tarak. 2016. "Decolonising War." European Journal of International Security, 1(2): 199-214.209
 Freitheim, Terence. "God and Violence in the Old Testament" Word & World. 24 page 2210
 Agamben, G. Homo Sacer: Sovereign Power and Bare Life, Stanford University Press, Stanford. 1998211
 Foreign Policy Research Institute, www.fpri.org/article/2011/09/911-and-u-s-china-relations/. 212
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watches its own history repeat right in front of their own still ignorant eyes. A repetitive war 
between the cries of human recognition and xenophobia. Just as George Orwell once said “war is 
war,”  violent in its nature, for anything goes in a ‘time of war.’ Socially constructed or not, 213
those in power define the meaning behind such terms as “war”, “terrorist”, “alien”  by 
benefitting from legitimizing such claims. 
 Under Executive Order 9066, the “threat” was specially separated from the public, put 
into popup 'camps’ surrounded by barred-wire and 24/7 guards who also remained within the 
bounds of the ‘camps’, but rarely interacted. This physical concept of ‘camp' life has now bled 
into the streets of Xinjiang in an extreme Orwellian fashion. Barbed-wire serves no purpose for 
the landscape acts as a natural geographical prison, the “threat” physically separating the “threat” 
from mainland China. Though they are structural ‘camps’, the new installments of city wide 
continuous surveillance equipped with facial recognition software and biometrics data,  with 214
Communist state officially living inside the homes of Uyghurs , redefines the notion of 215
‘camps’. 
 After the 1944 reunification law was passed, 5,725 Nisei feeling betrayed formally 
renounced their U.S. citizenship. Among them, 5,409 changed their minds and sought to restore 
their citizenship, proving they didn’t have loyalty to Japan in the first place.  
 Both nations dismissed their own people by marking artificial differences of race and 
religion and imprisoning them for these ‘attributes’.. The government targeted the ‘other’ in acts 
 Orwell, George. Animal Farm: A Fairy Story. New York, NY : Signet Classics, [1996. Print.] page 13213
 O'Flaherty, Kate. China Facial Recognition Database Leak Sparks Fears Over Mass Data Collection, www.forbes.com/sites/214
kateoflahertyuk/2019/02/18/china-facial-recognition-database-leak-sparks-fears-over-mass-data-collection/#74d2d871fb40. 
 Adam Withnall @adamwithnall. “China Sends State Spies to Live in Uighur Muslim Homes and Attend Private Family 215
Weddings and Funerals.” The Independent, Independent Digital News and Media, 30 Nov. 2018, www.independent.co.uk/news/
world/asia/china-uighurs-muslim-xinjiang-weddings-minority-communist-party-a8661006.html.
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of violence that contradict the values it claims to have. People were physically and 
psychologically harmed in this way during and after World War II. In an ongoing war between 
the “Yellow” and the “White,” the “Muslim” and the “Chinese," justifying their racist tendencies 
under the veil of fear and protection; explicit acts of violence lifted the veil, exposing the 
xenophobia. 
 Imaging the ‘other’ as “terrorist” or “nonconformist" prevails on the nation’s sense of a 
just war of retribution against these ‘other’ whom it views as subhuman. 
 Other people are not bound by the categories that we place them in. Criticizing 
nationalism is just the first step towards identities reinforcing one another and the necessity of 
imagining and bringing to fruition ways to build solidarity across identities. Because simply put, 
merely investing oneself in one's own national identity will not help in the long run. 
 In America, students do not know nor really learn anything about this forced internment 
of American citizens in their official studies — maybe because the country is still embarrassed 216
by its past actions or it has chosen do everything to preserve the image of the morally all high 
nation. Most Americans don’t even know about the human-rights violations which took place in 
their own country let alone those taking place in China nor do they care.  
 Xenophobia is very prevalent in America, people probably do not even notice that they 
are biased against others who are not Euro-American. This is because the American education 
system does not have much focus on the history of Asia or any Asian country per se. The 
American history curriculum is designed to be biased towards learning about American and 
European history since they are apparently so intertwined with those who “discovered” America, 
 Staff,“Why Are Asian Americans Missing from our Textbooks?”Pacific Standard. Pacific Standard, psmag.com/news/why-216
are-asian-americans-missing-from-our-textbooks.
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the land of our white forefathers. Because of this Asians are still considered the ‘other’, 
‘unknown’, and for the most part a completely different “kind of people”, to overcome this, one 
must fix the educational system so future generations can be better informed as well as more 
involved in international problems and not just to the burning of Notre Dame. 
 In the end, History is a violent oscillation, a repeating wave of oppression and violence, 
with undertones of racism as a persistent theme. China and even America still see and treat some 
of their citizens as if they were citizens of a different country and not of its own. It is also safe to 
say that these themes will surface repeatedly whenever society sees or even perceives to be under 
attack by an “external” threat by those “others” different from itself.  217
Labeling the ‘other’ as terrorist is a form of othering, helping one distance themselves from 
inhuman acts against the ‘other’ since then the ‘other’ are seen as not-human. Though Butler is 
talking about the problems within gender only seen as a due function it can also be related to a 
nationhood. “If someone doesn’t comply with either the [us] norm or the [them] norm, their very 
human-ness is called into question.” The way nationalism is produced is being loyal to one set of 
beliefs, identifying with more than one seems unnatural and untrustworthy of the individual. 
 
 Gluck, Caroline, “Senior Project”. Bard College. Annandale-on-Hudson. 1 May 2019.217
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Petition for Naturalization. 
Around 46 years after 
arriving in American 
My grand-mothers 
absentee voter ballot sent 
to her in the Sacramento 
Assembly Center. Where 
they were held both being 
sent to the ‘camps’.

Irony being that 
incarcerated American 
citizens were still given the 
chance to vote. 
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